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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Certain parts of the Christian tradition are looked 

upon with particuler reverence. About them is attached an 

aurea of sacredness that is not to be dispellede The lord's 

Prayer is an example of this. It seems particularly holy 

both because 1% is a prayer snd because our Lord gave it to 

USe 

The sussestion that I examine the first strophe of the 

Ierd’s Prayer did not make a creat Impression at first. I 

did not realize the relevence of the study. The research 

soon brought to light certain judgments and statements that 

challenged my conceptions of the Lord's Prayer. The custo- 

mary procedure for every rabbi of the early Christian era 

was to compose @ special prayer for his disciples ot This, 

of course, was not in itself disturbing. Jesus wes a Jews 

He would naturally conform to the customs of his people 

when it was possiblee But scholars socn began to deny that 

the prayer which Jesus left us was at all original. Parale 

dels were found in Jewish prayers. The prayer was put into 

the catesory of Jewish piety. it was said that the prayer 

was not essentially Christiane Any person of the Jewish 

  

Io, Ge Kontefiore, The Synoptic Gospels (London: 
Hacmillan and Coe, 1927), Ii, 472.   
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nation could pray it without in the least noticing anything 

strenges An estimate of the prayer follows: 

“Das Vaterunser konnte und kann noch heute jeder Jude 
besten, der von Jesus nichts weisz oder nichts wissen 
wills: und es sind zu allen wesentlichen Stuecken dese 
selben treffende Parallelon aus den aeitesten jusdischen 
Gebeten beigebracht worden .@ 

The view expressed above found many advocates. Comuen= 

tator after commentator may be found that ascribes more or 

leas of the prayer to Jewish influence. This doas not mean 

that there were no men who objected strenuously to this views 

They contended that Jesus was completely original in the 

prayers They saw no agreement whatever between the Lord's 

Prayer and the cited parallels from Jewish prayers.» The 

opposition contended that the dependence of Jesus on the 

Jewish prayers did not existe This -was the view of an older 

comnentator, Ao Tholucks? ‘The question is definitely not 

settled as to how much Jesus depended on the Rabbis. 

This paper will attempt to examine tho originality of 

the Lord's Prayere To do this the following method will be 

usede The study is based on the first three petitions, 

Each petition will be examined in orders The concept under= 

lying each petition will be studied. The study will attempt 

  

“theodor Zahn, "Das Evangeliuwn des Matthaeus,” Komentar 
zum Neven Testamont (Leipzig: A. Deichert’ sche Verlagsbuch= 
handlung Nachfe, 1922), pe 270.6 

a "he Tholuck, Exposition, Doctrinal and Philological, of 
sti's Sermon on the Mount, according to the Gospel of 

Katthew, translated from the German by Robert Kangies 
Cee Thomas Clark, 18435), II, 145=145.. 
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to determine that this concept meant to the Jew of Jesus! 

day, what it meant in the Old Testament, and what the New 

Testament teaching on the subject ise Then the pertinent 

parallels which have been found will be examined. Following 

  

this the three petitions will he examined in their inter-= 

reletion and the conclusions drawn from this will be com= 

pared to Jewish potitions in their interrelations. 

Such a study by concepts is a valid one. ere word 

parallels are not always a sign of borrowing « it is the 

concept underlying the expression that is important. The 

important thing is to discover what the expressions of Jesus 

meant to his disciples who were acquainted with his mesning 

and not what they meant to the casual observere Jesus!   teaching is a unit, delivered in a short space of three 

years, a teaching that is "4n regard to the fundamental con= 

ceptions, uniform end unvaryinge"* ‘The examination of the 

total message of Jesus is valid. 

The examination of the prayer in relation to Jesus! en» 

tive message is valid from another viewpoint. Other sroups 

in Palestine also had their ow prayers and rulese These 

were regarded as containing that which held the croup together 

and so bore the basic ideas of the groupe” On this basis, ¢ 

  

ae 
“Gustav. Dalman, The Words of Jesus, translated from the 

Germen by De Me Kay (Edinburgh: . ond T. Clark, 1902), pe 75« 

aonere. Heianich: Henestgns oe Byaoae is nach tukas," 
Das Neue Tostame eutsch, edited by Paul Althaus and 
Fohannes Behm (Goettingen, Germeny: Vandenhoeck und 
Ruprecht, 061049), ITI, 141.
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it is legitimate to take the basic proclamations of both 

Judaism and Christ and view then in their totality. The -. 

lord's Prayer is, as Tertullian said, a swimary of the en= 

tive gospel, “jut] in oratione breviertun tobiue Evanrel33. 

comprehendatur. 06 

There are also certain basio assumptions that one ought 

  

to state before proceeding any furthers These are not ali 

points that are under debate. Some of then ares The scope 

of this paper does not allow us to enter into a discussi on 

of every controversial voint. Thus we must make some assumpe 

tiongs ‘The first of these is that Jesus spoke the Aramaic 

languacee This means that in some cases light may be shed 

on the meaning of a particular word by the Aramaic word 

which may lie behind 1b. Again, some particular idions 

may be explained by saying that they are translations of a 

corresponding oxpression in Aramaice This asswaption seens 

valid in consideration of the fact thet Jesus would speak 

Aremaic in order to be understood by the people of Galilee of 

A second assumption that we are makinz is that the text 

of the Lord's Prayer in Natthew is as old and original as that 

in Inkes This means that the third petition is asswned to 

be en original member of the prayere Ho preference is siven 

to either recension as being more authentic. The view held 

  

S~noluck, Ope Cite, pe 147. 

7Dalmen, OPe Cites Pe Lio
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is that they are records of two different occasionse Instead 

of two versions of the same tradition they are two separate 

Seductions, two separate pronouncements of our Lords The pur« 

pose of giving it on two separate occasions was to indicate 

that it is to be only a pattern for prayer and not a formulae 

I% was intended to give guidelines for correct prayer e® it 

is thus a private prayer and not intended for the liturgical 

use to which we put ite The Lord's Prayer was intended to 

teach people how to pray e° 

One final thing need be stated. The text of the first 

three petitions offers no probleme The variants are so in- 

significant as to be negligiblee The text as siven by the 

Nestle edition of the Greek New Testament is completely 

reliable s A cae Iu Ee ZS dvosen wou" BAQaten wi Saordeca oov: 

yeonD naco Zs Sea njec! Pou, ag av Cupeuds au aire 7s ne 

The value of this theais ought to be that it will enable 

  

®rengstorf, O00 Cite, pps 142-5. This is a very general 
views See also liartin Dibelius, Sermon on the Mount (New 
York: Charles Seribner's Sons, 1940), ppe 72-3. The later 
Jews also followed a suumary prayer in addition to the 
liturgical prayers; see Alan Hugh M'Neile, The Gospel 
Ascording to Ste Matthew (London: Macmillan and Coe, Limited, 
001949), De Tle 

oFor a& presentation of the view that the Hatthaean form 
is the older form of the two, see Oe Klein, "Die Ursprueng= 
liche Gestalt des Vaterunsers," Zeitschrift fuer die Neutes- 
seuentae Wissenschaft und die Kunde des Urchristentima, 
TI (1906), S450. The opposite view is held by Dibalius, 

Ope Gites PPpe T5=4e 

l0mperhard Nestle, Novum Testament Gracce cum apparaty 
critico, revised by Erwin Nestle (Eighteenth edition; Stuttgart: 
feistics Jerte Wuerttembergische Bibelanstalt, c+1948), ps» 15s 

va
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the writer to develop his ow prayer life from the considera» 

tion of the model prayer. ‘The content of prayer is set bee 

fore one heres The study ought also to show the originality 

of Jesus in his composition of the prayere. 

He
nn
e



  

CHAPTER rr 

PERTINVEN? JEWISH PRAYERS 

General Considerations 

Thé question of originality is one that calls for sone 

general definitions and observations in order that the dis= 

cussion may not lose itself in too great a mass of detail 

and in problems that axe neside the points It must be 

clearly stated which prayers out of the religious history of | 

mankind are allowable in the Giscussion. Hen over the en= 

tire face of the world have always prayed to some deity, 

whether 16 waa to the true God or to some aninisticall; con< 

ceived form of the deity. It is in the nature of men to pray. 

Naturally men of the surrounding area! in the Near East 

also had prayed. len have discovered son¢ peautiful hymns 

ami prayers to the god of Akhnaton of Esypt. Similerly the 

literature of the ancient Greeks has brought dowa to us the 

remnants of prayers to the gods of their pantheons Ancient 

Persia and Indie have also contributed their prayers to the 

study of comparative religion. All this is to the goods 

But 2b must be clearly stated from the very outset that these 

prayers are not to be considered in a discussion of the 

originality of the Lord's Prayer. It is not a mere question 

of dating a prayer, but also a question of showing that this 

prayer not only could have been used in Palestine before the 

PRITZLAEF MEMORIAL LIBRARY 
CONCORDIA SHMGNARY 

_ ST. LOUIS, MO.
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time of Jesus, but was jn usee Jesus probably never imew the 

| prayers of the great religions of the ancient orlent. Jesus 

could not borrow from prayers that he could not knovwe 

Hen have discovered many parallels to the words of 

Jesus in the prayers and sayings of the Jewish rabbis. 

Here the question of originality is a relevant problem, for 

Jesus could have known the prayers of his ow people. on 

the basis of such prayers a Jewish scholar was able to say, 

“There is nothing in the Prayer which seems in the least 

unfamiliar to Jews; there is nothing new or original about 

it ott And enother man is able to draw up a complete prayer 

out of parallels to the Lord's Prayer o” 

Yt is in a connection such as this that the warning of 

Gerhard Kittel is entirely in place: 

Die angefuehrten Beispiele sind lehrreich, denn sie zeile 
gon, wie vorsichtig man in der Verwendung der talme 
dischen Worte sein sueze Hs ist falsch, die rabbdinische. 
Literatur als eine gleichmaeszige Flaeche anzusehen: 
das Prinzip der Zeitlosigkeit ist auch hier verfehite” 

To this consideration of Kittel one might also add that 

not every prayer that is from the time of Jesus is applicable. . 

The first consideration must, of course, be that it is either 

  

10, Ge Wonteftore The S$ tig Gosneis (London: 
Macmillan and Cos, 1927), 11 03- 

2H, De As Major in He De Ae Major, Te We Hanson and Ce 
Je Wright, The Hission and Message of Jesus (New York: Ee P 
Dutton and Gos, 1958), De 4506 . 

Scerhard Kittel, Jesus und die Rabbinen (Berlin- 
Lichterfelde: Edwin Runge, 1914), pe Ge
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contemporaneous to or earlier than Jesus in point of tines : 

But to this must be added the necessary qualification that 

the prayer must have been available to Jesuse« Hot every pri-« 

vate prayer would be so available. Therefore it is good, 

with Ey F. Scott,* to limit the prayers that may be legiti« 

mately used to the synagogue prayers and the morning and 

evening prayers of the Jewse A deseription of the three 

greet synagogue prayers follows. 

The Synagogue Prayers 

Zhe Shemar: The Shema was composed of three sections 

from the Pentateuch: Deuteronomy 6: 469: Deuteronomy 11: 

15-21; Numbers 15: 57-41. These three formed the first of 

the great synagogue prayerse Actually the Shema was more a 

confassion of faith than a prayere This prayer has no place 

4n the Lord's Preyer, but is presupposed 2 

The Kaddish: The Kaddish was the part of the synagogue 

service which was to insure that the one who was praying did 

s0 with the proper attitude and reverencee The text of the 

Kaddish is given here to facilitate comparisonse it is 

divided into two parts, one spoken before the service as a 

whole, the other immediately before the address by the rabbie 

  

4 ; : 
Be Fe Scott pe Lord's Prayer: its Gharacter 8 

and ose etation ew York: Charles Soxibner'a Sons, 1951), 
PPe 420 

Stpide, Pe 42,
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Phe text civen is taken from the vorsion of Ee Ps Seott eo! 

Part 1, spoken before tho service as a whole: 

Hay hie great name be magnified and hallowed in the 
world, which he has wate according to his villi, and may 
his kingly rule tbe enteblished in your life tineW=in 
your tine and in the tine ef the whole house of Isracle 
Hay che nema of the Lord be praised from now oa. end 
forever. Hay tho prayer ang potibion of ali israel 
Lind acceptance before our Father who io in heavere 

Part 2, spoken before the adress: 

pen Israel and the Rabbia end their acholars and those 
who learn from their scholars and ali who study the Law 
in this place ani evoryuhere, may there be eraee and 
nerey and canpagsion and deliverance frea our Pather 
whe ia Sn heavens : 

The Shenone Esyeah: The Shenene Esyveh.fa pravably the 

outstanding prayer of the Jowiah synagogues It is alse 

called the Zightesn Renedictions or, more siaply, The Prayer 

(Sefileh). 6 je & serlen of eighteen petitions (in some 

rocensieni nineteen) that date back vory fare The present 

forms may all go beck ta the redaction made under the 

authority of dasaliel f2 near the enii of the first cantury 

of the Christian eras’ fhe individual petitions thenuelves 

may bo mich older. "Die acltesten Parbien, su denen dis 

eraten wid dle letzten Sencdiktionen gehoeran, moozen noch 

faa der vorchriatl. Zoi6 staxnens"® Tt to protkable that 

  

Sipide, ppe 4kade ; 
Veaorge Foot Goore, J in She JES8 coniee leg ar 

ney oS aatdan ¢ She mais (Cambridie, Sac3e3 
oe Iniversity pee GiGi» ae. * 

Stermenn Le Stvack and Paul Billerbeck, "Das Evanceliua 
nach Hatthaeus erlaeutert eus Talmud und Hidrasch," SSSR 

Bus Neuen Peston png Salons Hi@raech (iuenchens Ge i 
ee ep lev annehhand lang, #5 Back, 2922), i, 4074 : 
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Jesus knew this prayers Chronologically he could have used 

it as a sources 

fhe content of the Shemone Esreh is varied. It follows 

the customary Jewish pattern of prayers The prayer opens 

with the praise of God (l*3), contains the petitions jn the 

is
 

middle section (4816), and closes with thanksgivings {17=19). 

The first half is individual in nature, the second half is 

nationals The second half, therefore, logically includes 

potitions for the blotting out of Israel's enemies. 

These three prayers form the most logical source for 

deaus? Prayers It is with them, and especially with the 

Shemone Esreh, that we will be concerned 20 11 

waarmee 

  

SHoore, ope Clits, Ty 201-26 

lOfor more information on the nature of these prayers, 
see the articles in the Jewish Enevelopesdigs edited by 
Igadore Singer (New York and London: and Wamalls Coe, 
1807). For the Aramaic text of the prayers with translation, 
introduction, and notes, see David Hedecsard, Seder He ia 
Gaon (Iund, Ae«-Be Phe Lindstedts Universitets-Sokhandel, 
1251) > This contains the text and translation of the oldest 
extant Jewish prayer book. 

liver the English text of the Shemone Esreh, see 
Appendixe ; 
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CHAPTER III 

THe FIRSE PETITION 

The Semitic use of é6voua 

The firat petition is one that is strange to our ears, 

though we may not be aware of ite This petition is linguise 

tically rooted in the 01d Testament and in the piety of the 

people. The idea of the divine name had a special signifie 

cance for the people of God. Our best vrocedure, therefore, 

is to examine the use of the word Cvopee in the history of 

the Jewish people. 

The New Testament is rooted in tha Old, especially in 

the Septuagint, the Greek 01d Testament. There dvose@ is 

generally the translation of the Hebrew word awe In some 

places it even replaces tite So the etarting point for us 

is naturally the 01d Testament. 

The use of Tht dn the Old Testaments The usage can very 

quickly be stateds In the earliest times the yx" uw was 

used as name in our sense. It was a part of God's revelation 

to mene tLater the use of Dus got greater significance. It 

became connected with the cult, being thought of in connection 

with the temples Thus God says (I Kings 9:5) "ZI have heard thy 

  

isietenhard, "Svea," Tneolozisches Woerterbuch sun 
qouen & stament, edited by Gerhard Friedrich tutt cart s 

We Ko r Verlag, 1950), V, 2630
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prayer and thy supplication, that thou hast made before mez 

T have hallowed this house, which thou hast built, to put 

my nane there for evers” The same use of ‘aul is apparent in 

I Kings 9:7 and II Kings 21:7. The name of God guaranteed 

that God was present in the temples This was a clear 

division from God's throne in heaven.” 

After the exile a many~sided use of the giz" au came 

into beings At times the sTisw" ‘aul was used in the sense 

of honor and dignity. This had already found expression in 

the mouth of Isaiah» "It shall be to the Lord for a name, 

for an everlasting sign that shall not be cut off." (Is. 

55313). It is set parallel to ‘Tip (honour, glory) in some 

passages (cf. Pse 102:16 and Iss 59:19) and to stip iy ee 

(praise) in others (cfs Poe 1062473 146:21)¢ 

This use was extended until sijst" ‘aus became another 

mode of oxpression for Yahwe himself, This usage is especially 

to be found in the prophets and Psalms. The name stepped 

into the place of the persone As Bietenhard observes: 

Es wird nicht mehr swischen Jehve im Hinmel und seinem 

ialre'sgises'o lat Sie don henssasmagorenies ella” 
e 

The summary of Galov 1s correct: “Nomen Ded, est Deus ipse.™ 

  

2Ihide, Ppe 25406. 

SIbide, ps 2576 

Scalov, Bible Novi Teste dads (1676), ps 231. Quoted in 
Eynst Lohneyer, Das Vater-Unser (Goettingen: Vandenhoeok 
und Ruprecht, 0+1946 » Pe 496 =
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The name of God expresses his personal being in the world 

of men. God is present.® : 

The concept of ‘akist in Rabbinic Judaism. Rabbinic Judaism 

took over the idea that God's name is God himself and stressed 

the holiness of his names The neme beceme an dvosze apputov 

{an unutterable nane) for the plous Jewe Various substitutes 

were devised. God was called “BATE (lord), wuist (the 

nane), "ef st (the heavens).° A magical papyrus of the 

second or third century Ae De spoke of Zo « cfeov ovoue o- os 

Agyetae .* Im fact, giving Exs 20:7 (the second comeandment) 

a very severe interpretation, the use of the divine name in 

prayers was even severely punished. The name of God was not 

to be mentioned idly, so that (Nedarim 7b) "if a raboi 

(who has authority to do so) hears a man using the name of 

heaven idly, he mist excommunicate him, upon pain of a -like 

sentence himself."© Rather than pronounce the name in 

  

5this usage is paralleled in the common Greek of the 
early Christian erase Papyri have been found where ovexe is 
used in the sense of character, fane, dignity, rank. Officials 
are said to devise offices (éveuate } for themselvese For 
examples see Janes Hope Houlton and George Nilligan, The 
~ocabutary of of the Greek Testament: Illustrated a Fron the Papyri 
and Other N Literary | Sources (London: Hedder and and Stoughton, 
Timited, cel1949), pe 451. See also Ge Adolf Deissmann, sible 
Studs es translated by Alexander Grieve (Edinburgh: ‘iT. and 

Clark, 1901), poe 1467. He believes that it is not | 
a oneaneelis a Semitisne : 

Sker Bornhaeuser, ue Esnupeed sab (Gueterslioh, Germanys 
Ge Bertelsmann Verlag, 1925), pre s 

TDeissmann, ONe Site, ps 275. 

Sceorge Foot Hoore, Judaism in the First Cent 8 of 
the aistian Eras tho Ase of t anna Cambrid, Hasset 
Harvard University Press, S ath fans aeoe ae .  
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prayer men called on the name of Gode This was the awful 

name of God, Ze gpcxtey me aiecQ ea pe€ via avoue Zoo 

Yeo? Tosephus also tells us that he did not even dare to 

write the name that God had given to Hoses at the burning 

push e209 Cextainly, the periphrasie of the divine name was 

an essential part of Jewish folk-pietye - 

The New Testanent usare of V8 2a. The New Testament 

builds on the Olid» Usually the use of the Name, that is, 

when it refers to God, is the same as in the Old Testament. 

Indeed, the expression "name of God" (ovesees Seo ) occurs 

most often in Old Testament citations. Jesus generally must 

have used the Semitic precautionary mode of referring to God 

as nus st (Aramale Npi/), though that does not appear in the 

record of the ‘evangelists (except in the phrase "kingdom of 

heaven"). This was natural since it would not be intelligible 

to Hellenitsts and Greeks ott 

The Hew Testament clearly ascribes to the nane divine 

functions. One mist fear (fo Geir , Reve 11218) the name. 

fhe name is the source of belief, the object of belief (woZ tue 

I John 3:25). God's name is called holy (efeor 2 Inke 1249). 

  

“3 me onephas, Jewish Wars, 5, act anoked in he Schlatter, 
S aolopize des Jude. iS: nac em Ber & des Josefus 

(@aetersion: C. parte tenaen Verlag, > De lise 

sosephus, Antiquities, 2, 276. Quoted in Schlatter, 
Ope Cite, De 60 

llgustav Dalman, The Words of J @ Words of Jesus, transiated De ile 
Kay from the German (Edinburgh: Ts. and @. Clark, 1902), p» 183 | 

| 
/
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Jesus’ claim to authority rests on the divine name (John 52433 

10:25). Jesus prays that God keep his disciples faithful by 

saying 7aciy Ge, apnrse aatory br ZS dnnaté voy (oun 
17211). Since Jesus! authority rests on the name, so his 

naue is the object of faith (John 1:12; 2:25; 5:18). Gentiles 

are to trust in his name (Hatt. 12:21). ‘The name has divine 

functions in the Hew Testanent. 

This concept of the name in the Now Testament is continued 

in the Apostolic Fathers. I Clement 59:5 says: édme Gece dre 

Zo dpdéyovow Waray Met eis Creme oes « In Hermes, 

Sinilitudes 9: 14,5 the writer speaks of the neme that Zev 

Nanuay odor furlagec » Similarly I Clement 45:7 speaks of 

serving his neme and I Clement 5621 of obedience. to his name. 

This usage corroborates the New Testament usage. 

The phrase oiasre YeoF can also be said to denote a 

persone For only a person standing behind all the phrases 

that are based on ‘4 237 dveuaz” would give them powere lien 

baptise (Matt. 28:19), cast out devils (Imke 9:49), and are 

sent out by Jesus ¢v 2% dyowate (John 14:26). Only a person 

standing behind the name could give that name power. This is 

also the view of Prockschs!” We can certainly conclude with 

Plummer that "His Nane represents His nature, His character, 

  

. WProckach, 2 a os e" Theologsisches Woerterbuch zwa 
euen Testament, edited by Gerhard Kittel (Stuttgart: Ww 

Kohihamner Verlag, 1985), I, 102. :



| 

17. 

Himself, so fax as all this can be known "15 

It is not a valid question to ask, “Which name of God 

4s meant in the word oveu«?" As God is one, so his name, 

standing for himself, is ones This means that we cannot say 

the word aveject fm the first petition refers to Father. It 

simply is not in the word. Nor oan we say, as Thayer24 does, 

that the name is equal "to divinity, Late mumen, (not his 

nature or essence as it is in itself), the divine majesty 

and fections, so fer as these ara apprehendedes.e” As 

God is one, his name is ones Mis name stands for him in 

is totality. . 3 

There are some other implications that can be drawn 

fron the New Testawent teaching about the name of Gode A 

name possesses powere This was clearly shown abovee There= 

fore, to Imow the name moans to have power. This is still 

shown today in the phrase ‘In the name oft. He who can act 

in the name of another possesses his power «> He who knows 

God"s name has God's powere That is why Peter said to the 

man at the Temple gate, "In the name (¢v ZF onzuazt ) of 

  

Warrrea Plumer, An puegoblcal Comment on the Gospel 
According to Ste liatthew (London: Elliot Stock, 1909), pe 976 

14Joseph Henry Thayer, A GreekeEnelish Lexicon of the 
New Tes nt, (Corrected edition; New York, Cincinnati, and 
Chicago: American Book Company, ¢e1889), pe 447. 

155y13u8 Schniewind, "Das Evangeliwa nach Hatthaeus," 
Das Neue geskenent Deutsch, edited by Paul Althaus and 
conanies Behm (Gosttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, c«1950), 
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Jesus Christ of Nazareth rise up and walk" (Acts 3:6). And 

the man did walke 

The name of God also carries another implication. It 

4g only in his naae that God can be knowne Conversely the 

name can only be understood by the fulness of Gode This 

hes been said very beautifully by Ernst Lonmeyer': 

Wenn Gottes Namen Gott seloer ist, dann ist er auch 
nicht ohne diesen seinen Namen: er ist von ihn unabe 
treanlich und gehoert zu thm wie das Wort aur Sache, 
wie der Sesriff sum Gegenstand, Nur in seinen Nanen 
ist Gott faszoar, der Name ist nur durch Gott ere 
Luellvare.oe.e Gottes Name nezeichnet ihn in der Ganze 
heit und Eingizkeit seines Weaens und Handelnse Wer 
daher den Nanen Gattes kennt, der steht an der Pfarte 
uwunsagbarer Geheimnisse und unsagbaren Tichtes oder 
nit spacteren Worten gesasts auf der Schwelle von dem 
Deus revelatus gu dom Deus Absconditus, auch auf der 
Senwelle von der Herrlichkeit Gottes zu seiner Heilig= 
keit. Darum webt um den Namen ein Schauer der Ehr= 
furcht und Anbetungz, darum auch alle Herrlichkeit der 
himnlichen Weit » welche nicht muede wird, Gottes Namen 
gu preisens= 

The concept of name brings with it another thoughte 

If a nane is also a revelation, then the thought of revela= 

tion inevitably brings in a world to which the revelation is 

madee The name is at the same tire the means by which God 

reveais himself to this world as First and Laste Thus the 

name of God is eternal, was in existence before men were 

ereated, and will abide after this world has become mere 

memorye The name is as many sided and incomprehensible as 

God himself; and yet the name is a name, something that men 
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ean cling to, that their minds can understand. This is the 

dual nature of the name of God. It is the eternal in contact 

17 

The lieaning of Hallow 

The subject of the firat petition ia the name of Gode 

This is to be “hallowede" "Hallowed" is a translation of a 

Greek word that meets us only in Biblical Greek, byed Ge s 

The word is an ecclesiastical term, much as is our English 

word “hallow" todays Apparently the Greek aneaking Jews did 

not want to teke over the whole fanily of existing Greek 

words. ( 76 Fa, ay tayeay ‘ Aper tive, gyeotupseor ), for these 

already hed a technical meaning in Greek religion. S80 the 

seme basic root was used with the suffix ~AF er, Thus the 

tezm was understood by all Greeka and yet it maintained a 

sharp separation from the Greek religious terminology +2? 

The basic idea ab the root of 44c7G seema to be one 

of separations According to Plunser!? the ward has two basic 

Heanings, to make known as holy and to regard as holy. We 

shall trace this idea more closely through the history of 

Jewish thouaht « 

18 
The Old Testanent backsround. In the Septuagint qc’ 7 

oe 

  

Wonia entire last section is taken from the work of 
Lohneyer, Ope Cite, pDde 50-1. 
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is used to translate the Hebrew “TP e The Greek word takes 

over the color and meaning of the Hebrew concepte KR 

occurs in the various Hebrew stems and has some of the color- 

ing of each, These may be described ea follows: Pi'els 

to make something unholy holy, to keep something that is holy 

holy; Hiphils to cause somethings to be held as holy or to 

be recognized as holy; -Niphal and Hithpa'els to reveal one= 

self as holy, to be held holy, to be made holy» The passive 

of 7/49: carries the rich meaning of the Wiphal and Hithpa'el. 
The basic meaning is to reveal oneself as holy .#0 The word 

is at times used in the Old Testament in the sense of declar= 

ing holy (Gene 2:53; Ex. 19223), but these instances are 

nostly translations of a Pi'el forme. 

With the uniting of oivedGu to 2 three basic 

thoughts of the Hebrews are important. The first of these is 

‘that God is holy. This is one of the fundamental thoughts 

for the Hebrew minds Holiness is part of God's essence and 

is not a mere attribute of the Godhead. This holiness was 

in part an ethical holiness. But the thought goes beyond 

thate Holiness was that which made God Gods “Heiligkeit 

ist hier was Gott gu Gott macht, der unfaczbare Grund seines 

Seins, das verborsene Wesen, ecosdas er nur offenbart, wie es 

ihm gefaellt tel Prophetic theology is full of the idea that 

  

20rohmeyer, Ope Cite, Po 44a 
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God 4s holye "I am God, and not man3 the Holy One Jn the 

midst of thee" (Hosea 11:9). Isaiah speaks often of the 

"Holy One of Israels" The Trishagion (Ise 6:5) is a highe 

point, where God's holiness is raised to the third power 

by means of the triple statement 2 God is the Holy One of 

Israele 

The second basic 01d Testament thought in aycdiv 1s 

‘that God's holiness lays an obligation on mane "Ye shall be 

holy, for I the Lord your God am holy" (Leve 11:45). God 

desires men to sanctify his names "Neither shall ye profane 

my name3 but I will be hallowed among the children of Israels: 

I am the Lord which hallow you" (Leve 22:52). In the Chile 

dren of Israel men ought to see God's transcendence and 

purity > The prophets also demand that the nanue of God be 

sanctified by the people (cfe Ise 29:25). It mast be noted, 

however, that thie hallowing of God's name is actually only 

a-reaction to that which we have reserved as the third basic 

thought in hallowing, the hallowing of God's name by God 

hingelfe Leviticus 11:45 already showed that men's holiness 

was but the result of God's holinesse And all of the hal- 

lowing of God's name by men can be summed up in Eze 28:22, 

"ZT will be glorified in the midst of thee."@* thus it is 

  

22prockach, ope cibes Pps 92=Se 
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that the hallowing of God's nane gets en ethical character 

anong the people -"5 "God that is holy shall be sanctified 

in righteousness" (Ise 5:16), ifen are made holy 4n that 

they hallow Gods Holiness becomes a factor that unites 

God and mene-anml yet the greatest factor that separates Cod 

and mane God is holy, men are to becane holy. Han is made 

to see God's holiness as his goalie The cuit and moral 

action are both bent in this direction. 

The idea that men are to hallow God contains in it the 

roots of the third basic idea (and the third petition also), 

for the Old Testanent, especially the prophets, 4s full of 

the records of the defanation of the name of God by his 

peoples Hoses is not allowed to enter the holy land "because 

ye sanctified me not in the midst of the children of Israel" 

(Deut. 32:51). The children of Israel defile the name of 

God by idolatry (Lev. 18:21; 20:5), by the overstepping of 

cultic ritual (Lev, 21:6; 22:2), and by the evil life they 

live (Hze SG6:20ffs; Amos 237). Hen of themselves dia not 

hallow God's names The nema of God must be hallowed in sone 

other waye 

The third Old Testament motif underlying the concept 

of naliowing the name is that God himself hallows his nameae | 

This hallowing by God rather than nian is spoken of much 
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oftener in the 014 Testament .~° God, properly speaking, is 

the only one wko can hallow his nauso So he becomes the 

subject of the ver® in such passages as Leve 10:33 Ex. 292433 

Ise 53163 Exe 20:41.°" God himself acts that his nae may 

be honored. Uen have polluted it, so God now must hinself 

sanctify ite "But when he seeth his children, the work of 

mine hands, in the midst of.hiu, they shall sanctify my name" 

(Ise 29:25). "For mine own sake, even for mine own sake, will 

Ido it: for how should my name be polluted?" (Is. 48311; 

Cle Ez. 20393 S6e22ffe)e God dees this when he has mercy 

on a people who have transcreased against him (cefe Exe 32% 

Uf e3 Num. 14:63 Deute 92283 Ise 482113 Ez. 20393 143223 

55322£.). When God promises his people a return, a new 

heart, a new spirit, even the gift of his spirit (Ez. S6: 

24f2.), this is desoribed as being done for his “holy name'a 

sake, which ze have profaned among the heathen" (Ege 56:22). 

This passage (Ege 56:2249) is a complete comuentary on the 

hallowing of God's name by Gods Zt includes the new spirit 

‘and the new 1ife.”? 

These passages show yet another thins. ‘In one sense 

God's naae 4a holy and holiness is that which makes God Gode 

in this sense God is the hidden God who dwelis in a licht to 

26tonmeyer, Ope Cites De 430 
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which no man mey approach. God is "the Holy One". His 

holiness separates him from all men, is the inmost essence 

of God. God's holiness 15 also his majesty and glory. 

“Holy, holy, holy, is the Lord of Hosts: the whole earth is 

full of his glory" (Iss 625)e It is on the basis of this 

that the verb apd Ges is sometimes replaced by > Saco 

(glorify). lLeve 10:5 saya, "I will be sanctified in them 

that come nigh me, and before all the people will I be glo« 

pified." "I will be glorified in the midst ‘of thee.ee.and 

shall be sanctified in her"(Ex. 28:22). To hallow and to 

glorify God are parallel. 

Finally God's hallowing always has as. its goal the 

hallowing of mons His hallowing of himself is always done 

in a nation, in a person, in a remnant, or in a church. 

This means that God desires to uplift all that is unholy md 

opposes the holiness of God. In this sense the holiness of 

God is opposed to men, for men always and only defame the 

name of Gode It also has a positive aspect, the hallowing 

of men to the glory of God. in this view men are but incie 

dents in the great hellowing of God by God. This process 

has vegun before creation (for God's name was before creation) 

and will continue after creation (even as his name is eternal). 

Thus taken, the goal.of God's hallowing is always God-=and yet 

this does not contradict. the. above. All must work for God ©? 
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The hallowins of the name in Rabbinic Judaism. Rabbinic 

dudaism did not advance beyond the concepts that were given 

  

  

4n the Old Testament survey. The only thing new about the 

yabbinie interpretation of the concept of hallowing the 

name was the emphasis that it placed on certain areass ile 

shall very briefly look then over. 

Rabbinic Judaism also thought of Cod as holy. He was 

holy in the senac that he was the severe judsee 

Gott heiszt heiliz als der unerbittlich strenge Richter, 
der erhabene Koenig, als rex tromendae maiestatis, dem 
man nur mit Furcht und Zittern naht. Taeglich betet 
der Jude gu im, dem 'groszen, maechtizen und furchte 
baren Gott's (Schenone~Zsre,le Benediction) "Heilis bist 
du und furchtbar ist dein Name’ (Schemone=Esre,5e 
Benediction).s Darwn reden auch die Rabbinen so hacufig 
von der Furcht Gottes und nennen Cott oft “pie Tire 
yat> ees, womit gerade seine alles Irdiache ueberragende 
Uniestaet bezeichnet ist 9? 

Israel did know of a true trust in God, but this also 

was accowpanied by fear and trembling before God. Cod is 

called "the Holy One" «-in fear. 

fhe Kaddish of the synagogue spoke of a hallowins oF 

God's names This prayer begins with the words us Tp#"! eth" 

N22 ik'vw, “"masnified and hallowed be thy name in the world 

which thou hast created according to thy will." This prayer 

doses not think of men's actions in this respect, but lays the 

  

S0xar] Georg Kuhn, "gpces , Der Heiliskestabegriff im 
rabbinischen Judentiun," Theolorzisches Woerterbuch gum Neuen 
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emphasis on God's hallowing of his own name. This is shown 

by the continuation of the prayers Wand may his kingly rule 

be established in your life time.” Since 1t is God who is 

to establish the rule, it must also be God who is to hallow 

the names” The same thougnt is expressed in the inter« 

pretation of the ten plagues, the crossing of the river 

Jordan, the saving of Daniel, and the saving of the three 

youths in the fiery furnaces Siphre Deuterononiun says that 

all of these were for the purpose of hallowing God's name. 

The power shown forced men to acknowledge God by terrifying 

thene"™> "Gott heiligt seinen Namen, indem er vor der Welt 

seine Heiligkelt erweist">* and forces men to recognige hire 

The rabbinic theology put most stress on the hallowing 

of God's name by his peoplee In the Persian period of their 

history the idea contained in Ieve 11245 was developed into 

a@ system. One of the basic thoughts of rabbinic Judaism in 

this system was that of a people, worthy of the holy God, that 

Lived in a holy land, themselves holy and dedicated to Gode 

This concept ruled in their entire 2ife and thought.° It is 

illustrated in their prayer life by the Kaddish of the 

  

S2yermann Le Strack and Paul Billerbeck, "Das Evangelium 
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Rabbis (a version of the Kaddish that never found its way 

into the Synagogue service). In this prayer men are encouraged 

to hallow God's name since he does so many wonderful deeds for 

* them in the present. This ‘Wei st weit" p (hallowing of the 

nene) becomes the highest notive and principle of ethical 

livings Men were willing to die rather than profane the nane 

of God.®? The fulfilling of the Law was thought of in the 

talmudic writings as a glorifying of the nanee This implied 

’ that the moral action of the people was to spread the honor 

of the name of God 8 This meant doing even more than the 

Law demands, for “the duty of honouring the Name of God is 

of greater value than that of protecting it fron being 

profaned."” This duty of honoring the name of God by 

obedience to the Law had been placed on Israel alonee It 

was not the duty of other nations 40 

Finally it must be noted that rabbinic Judaism had put 

Q& sreater emphasis on the hallowing of the name as being a 

“matter of glorification, Two words are found as synonynous 
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with eyed G stv ’ pogpa avery and Gab aG eco « Thus it is 

shown that at the time of Jesua glorify was aynonymoue with 

hallows (ofe Tobit 815; Sdrach 3615.)*2 

In summary it might be said that Judaism placed the en= 

phasis on the hellowing of the nama by men, looking on it as 

the legal fulfillment of a demend laid down by Gode 

ged Gs in the New Testaments As rich as the Old Tes- 

tament is in speaking of the hallowing of God and his name, 

80 poor is the New Testaments Nark never uses the word; in 

Iuke 1t doea not occur outside of the Lord's Prayer (Inke 

1122); in Matthew it cccurs twice more (Matt. 25:17 and 19), 

where it is connected with the culgic separation of the Jewish 

ritual. We find the hallowing (Syed Gacy )} of God or his 

nane nowhere in the New Testament outside of the Lord's 

Prayers If these few passages were all that we could use in 

our interpretation, it would be hard to formulate a distinctive 

New Teatament concept of Sued G ae 

There are, however, certain echoes of the word in the 

New Testament docwsentse The idea of a Christian as one who 

glorifies God in his life seems to be reflected in one of 

Paul's epistliese “That the name of our Lord Jesus Christ 

may be glorified in you", says Paul in II Thessalonians 1:12. 
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Echoes of this seem also to appear in passages where the 

Christian is told to pray or to live <y dvouak of the: 
Lord Jesus (cf» Cole 5:17 and Ephe 5:20). We may, perhaps, 

conclude with Bietenhard: 

Wie im AT die Verherrlichung des JahveeNamens das Ziel 
des Volkes Gottes ist, so (hat) das Gottesvolk des neuen 
Bundes durch die Gnadengaben das Ziel, den -Namen 
des Stifters des neuen Bundes gu verherrlichen. Das 
ganze Leben des Christen steht unter dem Namen Jesu.*9 

Another echo of the 014 Testanent appears in the one 

place in the New Testament where Jesus is spoken of as the 

object of dipedi Geo » © Peter 3:15 (cf, Ise 8:25f.).5 “As 

Tord sanctify Christ in your hearts, always ready to give 

an apology for the hope that is in you to him who asks a 

reason" (my translation). This seems to imply that for a 

Christian the hallowing of God's name consists in speaking 

about him. This sane thought seems to underlie Hebrews 135: 

15. Thus the proclamation of Christ is a sanctifying of the 

nane for the Christians Lohneyer summarizes as follows: 

Heilizen und Gottes-iHanen-verkuendigen sind also hier 
Wechselbegriffe, weshaib denn auch die Gehelligten vor 
allem aufgofordert werden: "Durch Ihn also lasset uns 
das Opfer des Lobes darbringen allenthalben fuer Gott, 
das ist die Frucht der Lippen, welche deinen Namen bee 
kemnen"” (Hebr. 15,15), und ihr Werk und ihre Liebe gel- 
ten als “dem Namen Gottes erwiesen” (Hebr. 6,10), so 
dasz alles christliche Leben darin beginnt und sich 
vollendet, den Nanen Gottes in Wort und Werk 2u beken= 
nen und gu preisene=* 

The New Testament does Imow also of the glorification 
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of the name by God himself. This is shown by the prayer of 

Jesus, "Father, glorify (SoGarov ) thy neme.” The answer 

comes from heaven: “I have glorified it, and will glorify 416 

again." This witness (John 12:23) allows us to say that the 

Gospel of John speaks mich of the glorification (Sega Geer ) 

of the naus. Whether or not this is synonymous with the 

KPAG ECV of the first petition remains to be seen. It 

east suffice here to say that the prayer of Jesus in John 12 

and the answer from heaven show that in John the glorification 

of the neme is intimately bound up with the life history of 

our Lord. In one sense this places us in the period of fule 

fillment. Jesus has come in the name of the Father (Mark Ll: 

9), does glorify the name of the Father (John 5:41ff.3 17:6, 

11,12,26), is himself the “Holy One” (Hark 1:243 John 6:69), 

and is hallowed by the Father (John 10:56).*° ‘the relevance 

of the parallels romaings to be discussed under the interpre= 

tation of the first petitions 

What all those echoes must show us is that the New Tese 

tement is dependent on the Olde One cannot understand 

conception of Jesus without going back to the source of his 

religious inspiratione The 01d Testament is the source of 

the first petitione With this wo must reckon in our interes 

pretation. 
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Interprotation of the First Petition 

These two concepts, the Semitic concept of the name and 

the Jewish concept of the hallowing of the name, are joined 

in the first petition, Aycacduce 22 dveud ove This pom 
tition is formed in the normal meannero The verb is in the 

aorist imperative, which 1s the true tense for instant prayere 

it is an urgent tense showing the concern of the one prayinge“© 

fhe passive voice 1s the result of the pious desire to avoid 

the mention of the divine nemae*’ This indicates that Jesus 

is instructing his disciples about the affairs of God. All 

of the petitions carry the nature of pious prayere The 

remarks made here apply also to the second and third peti« 

tions 

The concept of the hallowins of the name in Jewish 

thought was riche Sinilerly many interpretations of the 

petition are rich and varied, taling their key from the doue 

ble meaning of the hallowing of the name in the Bibles The 

first, if 1t is based on any one passage in scripture, may 

lay claim to a basis of scripture in Isaiah 29:25, "But when 
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he seoth his children, the work of mine hands, in the midst 

of them, they shall sanctify my name, and sanctify the Holy 

One of Jacob, and shall fear the God of Israels"*" on the 

basis of this passage Holtzmann interprets it to mean that 

God's name is to be everywhere acknowledged and praised 49 

Augustine has an interpretation thet is mech the sauce 

cum ergo dicimis: sanctificetur nonen tuum, now adzo-~ 
nemus desiderare, ut nomen ejus quod semper sanctun 
est, etian apud homines sanctum habeatur, hoc est non 
contemnatur e 

This is done, according to Augustine, by & holy teaching 

ani a pure life. tather t+ interpretation follows much the 

same lines: "God's nane is indeed holy in itself; but we 

pray in this petition that 4% may become holy emong us alsoe™ 

This same type of Interpretation is adopted by the English 

scholar Plumer,” by the lexicographer Bauer,” and by 
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T. He Robinsons>* 

These interpretations are all derived from God's Words 

They are pious and puree But the question zmst be asked, 

do they intorpret the words of the first petition? Ina 

close examination they seem to fail for two reasons. First, 

the petition says nothing about men and their hallowing of 

God's nemée This is a prayer addressed to God and not to 

mene God himself is asked to haliow his name completely, in 

spite of all powers and sins on earths?” Second, the inter= 

pretation of Augustine end Luther speaks of a gradual hale 

lowing of God's name. But does the first petition speak of 

& gradual hallowing of the name? iie have described the 

aorist imperative as the true tense for instant prayer (vide 

supra, pe Sl), a tense that gives urgency to the petition in 

which it is usede This rests on the fact that the basic 

meaning of the aorist is punctiliar, expressing pointeactione 

The basie sense of the present imperative is durative or 

iterative. A sharp division between the two tenses is, at 

times, artificial and impossible (eese, Acta 15:15ff03 
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I Pets 2:17). However, in connection with some New Teste~ 

ment concepts. the basic distinction may legitimately be 

pressed. The force of the tenses may not always be viewed 

indifferently." es the sorist verb is used in connection 

with an eschatological concept, its basic sense of pointe 

action may be pressede The hallowing of the name is an 

eschatological concept, perfectly realized only in the com« 

  

pletion of the-age (vide supra, pe 50)s The aorist under= 

lines the eschatological nature of the subject in red ink. 

Where the concept discussed is not in itself eschatological, 

the force of the aorist can not be stressed. The fourth 

petition may be cited ac an example. Here, however, we 

may ley emphagsia on the aorist in its punctiliar force. 

Wa mey interpret the aorist as calling for a complete, once~ 

and=foreall hallowing of the name, ruling out a gradual 

hallowing and Augustine's interpretetion.” 

4 second type of interpretation speaks of a double hal« 

lowing of God's name. This is regarded as a combination 

of the two 01d Testament idease He De Ae Hajor’’ takes this 

  

S7y, He Houlton, A Grammar of New Testament Greek, 
£5 L746 

58045 saue force of the aorist in an eschatological 
context will be used in later discussions, This will be 
noted simply as the “effect of the aorist" ar the "demand of 
the aorist”, all the while keeping in mind the argumentation 
on which it is baseda 

sie 59x, pike Kejor, TFs menace and Ce J. Wright, 
Missi HNessace o esus (New York: E. Pe Dutton and 
“iS88)" Sen de0st a Coe, 
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view and concluded “this petition means TWO his italics 

things, both that God should hallow his name by his mighty 

acts and that man should. acknowledge him as God.” A 

different type of double interpretation is shown by Wo Gs 

Allen®° and A. He H'Neile.°+ tie thinks of a first, inper= 

fect hallowing in the present and a perfect hallowing in 

. the eschatological futuree Any sort of a double interpre+ 

tation, however, does not meet the requirement of the aorist 

inperative. The interpretation can be neither gradual, double, 

nor man centered. Thus every interpretation alin to Ter~ 

gullian's®? comment ("Cum dicimus Sanctificetur nomen tuum, 

id petimus, ut sanctificotur in nobis") feilse This asks 

for nothing manecenterede 

The criticisms of the above mentioned interpretationa 

and clarifications lead us into the interpretation that seems 

to meet the words themselvese This interpretation must ful- 

f111 certain requirements laid down by the words themselvese 

fhe aorist usage of the petition leads us to state first that 

the petition points to one deed, one sreat hallowing of the 

  

6OWi1oughby Ce Allen, "A Critical and Exegetical Com= 
mentery on the Gospel According to S. Hatthew," The Inter~ 
national Critical Comment . edited by Samuel Rolles Driver, 
Alfred Plumer, and Charlies Augustus Briggs (Third edition; 
Edinburgh: Te. and Te Clark, 21912), pe5S. 

Slaian Hugh M'Neile, The Gospel According to St+ Hatthew 
(Zondon: Macmillan and Gos, Limited, 1916), ps 78. 

S2pertullian, De Orate, 1446 Quoted in H'eile, ope 
Gib, De 78s 
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name of God. This was the criticism of the first set of 

interpretations, that they thought of a gradual hallowing. 

Dut this petition seeka a complete hallowing, done but once 

in history. This meaning of the aorist is supported by the 

similar use of the aorist imperative é2Vaze in the second 

petition where it 1s linked to the idea of the MacvAecw 

thet is generally regarded as an eschatolozical concent.” 

This idea of the eschatological meaning of Spear Dates has 

been summarized neatly by Theodor Zahn: 

Dazu kownt, dasz auch hier dey Aorist Apeard seco den 
Eintritt eines beatimnten Zleles ins Auge ,fassen heiszt, 
mit dessen Erreichunz des cermenschte aged G érbere absetan 
ist, und zwar, de dies an der Spitze eines Gebetes 
steht, den Eintritt eines endgultigen Zustandes, welchen 
Gott horbeifuehren musge ‘Gegenueber der vielfacltigen 
liiszachtung seiner Heiligkeit und Eatwelhuns seines 
Nenens durch suendices Verhalten der Menschen musz 
Gott selvst cdurch Taten des Gerichts fuer die Aufrecht- 
haltung seiner Heiligkeit sorgen (Lev 10,3; Hum 20,13) .54 

The words of Theodor Zahn lead us directly into the 

next requirement of the interpretation of the first petition. 

The petition for such a happening could only be done as a 

result of God’s owm actione It is a petition shat asks God 

to keep his promises to hallow his name in Israel, that he 

would finish the nallowing of his name, in spite of all 

  

SStonmeyer, Ops Clie, De SSfo 

Sétneodor Zahn, "Das Evangeliun des Matthacua," Kome 
nentar a Neuen Testament, edited by Theodor Zahn (Fourth 
editions ipgigs Ae. Deichert'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 
Dr. Werner Scholl, 1922), I, 274<5. 

SSsonniewind, ope cite, pe S2e
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enenles and sinners, °° that God, who alone is the proper sube 

ject of the verb. aid. ,%" should show forth his honor and 
glory by a divine action thai has its source and power in 

the divine Godhead alonee®= This meaning is further assured 

when we consider that the dpa Sirieo of the first petition 

must be a rendering of the Hebrew WTP Se so that "Gott 

selbst. es ist, der seinen Namen als heilig erweist 58 

This eschatological nature of the petition is borne out 

by two other considerations. It certainly must be as impor= 

tant as the petition that 1t precedes, the second, which 

helps to determine the SonrSEe of Jesus’ messacee If the 

messace of the xcilei¢ 4a eschatological, then the meaning 

of the Ova jt a ought also to have eschatological Significance. 

Ernst Lohmeyer 9 cites a whole sroup of passages which show 

the eschatological flavor of 4vsc~e Jeaus is the gseas 

DY YeoF (ike 12243 ef. John 6269). These confessions are 

the result of Jesus casting out a devil (duya«es is always 

connected with the é{«2v) and of Peter's hearing the word 

of the Bread of Life. At the entry into Jerusalem the crowd 

salutes Jesus as him who comes in the name of the lord (ev 

  

63retenhard, ope cite, pe 2754 

6’ Procksch,. ode Gites pe 115s 

S8pa1man, Jesus-Jeshua, ppe 215«45 

S9precksch, Ops Gite, De Il. 

Wop. cite, pps 56-76 
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SVOMNtC Kuelou » Matte 21:9). Jesus spread the name of God 

(John 17:26) and he prayed (John 12:28) that the name might 

be glorified. The Didache of the Holy Apostles seens to 

  

show that the early church understood it in this ways 

Eixapertoducv ve, matey ges, veep 203 Eydav syuatas vous 

0D Kutern Hiworas th Talt Rupdceye faSy (Didache 10:2). 

It may be that Bonhoeffer’+ is partly correct when he says 

that the first petition embraces the whole content of the 

Gospel in the nameo At least it is eschatological, be it 

Gospel or judgnent Mle 

The concept, eschatologically interpreted, encloses 

some few other thoughts within it. The eschatological 

hallowing of the name is in one sense a mission emphasise 

The nexie of God can only be hallowed in the hallowing of the 

world=--and so the hallowing of the name means the and of all 

thet is here and now. It is a prayer for the final revelation. « 

It must be God's act. Yet the passive contains in it also, 

rightly understood, according to Lohmeyer, @ the concept of 

the hallowing of the world. it is, however, not expressed. 

The Christian leaves.all in the hand of God, the how, the 

when, and the vheree The prayer is for an act of Cod which 

  

TI psetrich Bonhoeffer, the Cost of Discinleship, trans~ 
lated from the German by Re He Fuller (New York: The Hace 
millan Company, 001949), pe 143.4 

T2somniewind, Ope Cites, De 82, also discusses this 
question. 

TSop. alte, De 55e | |  
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will level all differences of language and nation in the 

praise of God. Thus it can also be viewed (in this eschatoe 

logical connection only) in the light of a missionary peti= 

tione The suggestion that cov is emphatic and should be 

accented <2) seems to. be rooted in this missionary idea. 

First suggested by Fritzsche, it is adopted by Bruce.“ 

A passaze from Clement also seems to support this views 

Exadevev Audis are owezeus ets fas, aire Apvesrtas 

Bes erep vce SoG ny Ovetator ctood(I Clement 5922) 

The hallowing of men way be thought of in a correct 

way under this petition, even as the misslonary emphasis can 

be correctly held. it is a thought of the Bible that God 

will hallow his people at the end of the days.s’> ‘The idea 

of penitence on our part is out. The idee of a penitence 

worked in us by God finds its place in the creat hallowings 

by Gode The fact that the prayer Je addressed to the "Father" 

shows that there is a relation to men in every petitione But 

it is always a relation that comos from God to zen, never 

from men to Gode For just as God is greater than men, so 

also the hallowing of God's name is not even to be restricted 

to the penitence and sanctification of men worked by Gode 

{fhe first petition deals with the eternal counsels of Gode 

  

74a1exander Balmain Bruce, "The Synoptic. Gospels," 
The Esposlion (2 Greek Testament, edited by We Robertson Nicoll 
(London: Hodder and Stoughton, nede), I, 120. 

75zann, ope cite, D» 275s  
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We are not to mediate betwoon the mission emphasis in the 

petition and the thought of the hallowing in a people of God.» 

fo God's own plan should be left the methods end the aimse’6 

A short note perhaps ought to be added on the relation 

of the first petition to the prayer of Jesus in John 12:28. 

This prayer sould well be taken as the theme of the fourth 

Gospels This petition is set in the context of the suffering 

of our Lord, and so must be interpreted in the light of the 

events of the last few days. The word Macy? is directly 

attached to the petition. We might paraphrase its: Show 

yourself as father in the death and resurrection of your 

Sone The two prayers are related, but thelr very relation 

also serves to point up their difference. The prayer of 

Jesus has a definite progran in minds the prayer of the 

Christian does not presume to set out a progran for God. 

The active SoG artsy is in contrast to the passive Guacrdrats 

of the Lord's Preyere Both have the same goal, but the ~ 

method and manner of prayer are different. The Johannine 

petition could be found only in the mouth of Jesuse The 

synoptic petition is nore generale It is the prayer of 
17 

every Christian. . 

  

76lonmeyer, Ope Cite, ppe 54=8. 

bee Bietenhard, one Gites pe 271; Lohmeyer, on» cite, 
Pps =Ce
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_ Originality of the Petition 

An oft quoted rabbinic saying says: “Any benediction, 

wherein no mention is made of the Name, 1s no bensdictione" 

On the basis of this saying, attributed to Rabb4 Judah the Holy, ’® 

3% 1s sometimes said that Jesus did no more than duplicate the 

petitions of prevalent Jewish prayer pletye Certain parallels 

are brought forward and said to show the source of Jesus’ 

prayer. The Kaddish began, “Hay his great name be magnified 

and hallowed" (53 AYN wid FSH Lit pse")e The Shemone 

Esreh in the third benediction reads: “Thou art holy and Thy 

name is holy, end the saints daily praise thea. Selahe 

Blessed art thou, 0 Lords the God most holy."7? Other 

parallels can be found from the prayers of individual rabbis, 

but these need not concern us here .°9 

The words of our Lord Jesus do sound very similar to the 

expressions of the Jewish prayerse In both the verb stands: 

at the head of the sentences the verb is passive. The name 

of God is used, and God is not named directly. The words 

  

78pavid Smith, The Days of His Flesh (New York: Hodder 
and Stoughton, 1917), pe Slo 

793s translation is teken fron the German scholar 
Bnil Schuerer, A History of the Jewish People in the Tine of 
Jesus Christ, translated from the German by Sophia Taylor and 
Peter Christie (Hdinburgh: Te. and Te Clark, c.1990), II,2I, 
Pe 86. The entire prayer is given in the appendix. 

80,4, for exanple, a section from the prayer of Jannal 
(pe Bere 7a): “Kay thy name not be profaned on us, and make 
us not an object of chatter to all peovlee” Found in 
Dalman, JesuseJeshua, De 2156 
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apparently could form the basis of the Lord's Prayers 

But a much more logical possibility is that both of then 

were taken from the same source, that their similer form is 

the reflection of the language of the 01d Testament. Eoth 

could be the result, for example, of Ezekiel 38:25 being put 
into the patterns of spesch used in the day of Jesus, The 

language of both 1s Biblically centered. 

4& second difference becomes clear on a closer comparison 

of the. twoe The Shomone Esreh (and also the Kaddish, perhaps) 

is not giving a petition heree Rather this is a doxology, 

an asoxviption of praise to God that ia to prepare the mind 

of the pray-er and also to gain God's attention. Sut the 

first petition 1s petition and not doxology. Bengel®* in 

his dey already observed “tiodus in sanctificetur aanden yin 

hebet, quem in venlat et fiat, adeoque’ est rogatio, non 
doxologia expreasas” The only way that the first petition 

eould be understood as a doxology-would be that it speaks 

or God's glory, his. neme to be glorified. “The difference 41s 

very sharpe If there is dependence, there is also sharp 

advancenent=~-a sign of originality. 

Finally, and this is conclusive, the entire concept 

brought to mind by the word "hallow" (dead £9 “I TP) is 

different for the hearers of Christ than for the disciples 

  

813, A. Bengel, Gnomon Novi Testamenti: In Quo ox 
Native Veyborun Vi Simplicitas, Profunditas, Concinnitas, 
Salubritas Sensuum Coelestiu: Indicatur, according to tne 
Shin edition of 1775 (Berlin: Gust. Schlawitz, ¢.1860), 
Pe. e 
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of the great rabbis. Jewish prayers gave a great number of 

leudatory titles to God (cf. Shemone Esreh, Benedictions one 

to three, Appendix) and this was the hallowing of the nae 

in one sense. Jesus spoke but one short four word sentence-e 

and that contained everything = 

Further, the conespt of sanctification of the neme is 

sherply differentiated in the two streams of tradition. The 

tewish concept was nationalistic: Jesus with the latent mis« 

sion emphasis is universal in outlooke Tho Jews were le« 

galistic with an anthropoecentrio emphasis; Jesus spoke of 

a hallowing that was to be done by Cod, completely separated 

fron all thought of men's cooperatione The Jewish concep= 

tion was in part bound up with their cultic rituals Jesus 

does not connect the hallowins of the nane to any culte 

Jesus! conception is in an almost completely different sphere 

from the Jewish’ conception. 

We may conclude by saying that the verbal parallels 

are probably the result of a conmon source, the Old Testae 

ment and the folkepLety of the Gaye The content of the words j 

is far separated, approached from opposite poles. Jesus 

has put new wine in o1d battlese 

82 Gerhard Kittel, Jesus dio Rabbinen (Berlin-Lichter- 
folde: Edwin Runge, 1914), De 206  
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CHAPTER IV 

THE SECOND PEPITION 

The Biblical Use of acdsee 

The sacond petition revolves about the meaning of the 

one term Gurdeck, The first petition was the joining of 

two ideas; the second is concerned with the one Aare, fon 

whose coming we are to prays This <xcwice’x has been dise 

cussed as much as any concept in the Blble. ten have traced 

its sources to various placese The general translation of 

the word has shiitted in the last century. Wo will do well 

to trace the word im its atymology and meaning and through 

the religious thought of the Jewish people. 
— - td 

« The term 4acvdeau Jad 

  

Arey ded 

  

The use and meaning of 

Set or Barvdece Fie afeasae occurs in the New Testament 

119 times." atthew alone uses the expression acvJeca Zusv 

00, voy,» though he uses Sows dec Zi deo three times e” 

The two phrases are regarded by modern scholars as equal in 

meaning, though which of the two Jesus used in Arameic cane 

not be determined.” There are two possible reasons why the 

  

ly, Arndt, "The New Yestament Teaching on the Kingdom of 
God," Concordia Theolorical Honthly, XxI (January, 1950), S. 

2Hatt.e 12:28; 21:51; 21245. Hatt. 6:55 and 19:24 may 
also have the phrase, depending on the readinge 

Bx. Le Schaldt, "Sxexwlecx ,” Theolocisches Woerterbuch 
um Neuen Testament, edited by Gerhard Kittel (Stuttgart: 

Wf. Koninamnen Verlaz, 1955), I, 585« 
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variant "Icingdom of heaven" is used: 1) it may indicate the 

transcendental character of the <4ac./zc~ 3 2) the use of the 

customary periphrasis of the divine nane by the pious Tews* 

When 4ciovse/a is used without a modifier, it always refers 

to the Sucrdecx foS Had.® the Awurcisin gyertss Wke« 

wise is equal to the ZwJe 203 HesS’ , as luke 22:29 shows: 

"I appoint unto you a kingdom, as my Father has appointed 

unto mee" Whatever we sey of Christ's kingdom can be said 

of God's, and whatever is true of God's kingdom is also 

true of Christ's.° 

The meaning of the term is not so coapletely azreed 

upone Ke le Scimidt says that the basic meaning of the word 

Zayas emphasis on the existence, the essence of a king and 

so should be translated power or dignity. In the New Testa« 

ment the phrase JetovJecx m3 Sea5/ Gav obsavins always 

lays the weight on the basic meaning of rule, reign, dominion, 

Herrschaft. So Souter® defines 0.16% as “kingship, 
& 

  

@the second seems more likely. This is the view of 
the guoet Aramaic scholer of Germany, Gustav Dalman, The 
Yords of Jesus, translated from the German by D. H. Kay 
Edinburgh: Te and T. Clark, 1902), ps» 95. Dre Arndt, 

ope Gite, De 8, holds to the first view. 

Ssonmidt, ope Gites pe S856 

Srpaa. 

TIbldes Do 5790 

8alexander Souter, A Pocket jexioon to to the Greek New 
Testawent (Oxford, Englands At the Clarendon tease, 916), 
De 47. This view is shared by Dalman, ope. cits, pe 94, 
end Co H. Dodd, The Parables ge the Kincsdom (London: Nisbet 
and Coss Ltde, 1936), Ppe 04=5 e  
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Bsoveroignty, authority, rule, eapecially of God, both in 

the world ond in the hearts of mene" Thus 4acvJecx 18 a 

yomen actionis.e This use is also illustrated in the papyri 

of the pre-Christian eras Moulton and #illican® quote from 

@ papyrus of the year 165 BeCs: yavitr Zoey dns Lav 

bandéacxe deaacadgicia3x: 4 This meening of the word is 

definitely the one to be used whenever the GaJecx is 

spolen of as coming or appearing, as near or present .2? 

But, while the basic character of the word is that of 

relgn, wo uust not close our eyes to the fact that there are 

certain passages which give a better meaning if the trans- 

lation "Kingdom" or "realm™ 4s used (cf. John 3:53 Matt. 6:35; 

Take 12:31). There are passages which refer to the kingdoms 

of this world with the term <oivjecx (Matte 12:85; 24:7). 
In Mark 11310 the term scems to be appiied to the God=-chosen 

peoples This usage of the word <<icu/eéa 1s also apparent 

in the Septuagint: Kai gta of Saredecx cuimov AvlcoKov, 

Kad wWeAagev Adoritoorns ou Ae dertay Ota, Surededoj Eri Fas 

feo feaordscts (I Maccabees 1216). Both meanings of Sevdecx 

are illustrated heree That the word ean mean "Kingden” is 

shown also by the passages that speak of earthly kinzdions 

  

James Hope Houlton and George Hilligen, The Vocabulary 
of the Greek Testament: Illustrated From the at Gther 
Hon- a @ Sourees C Tendon: Hodder and Stoughton, 1949), 
Pe e 

1Owsinelm Bousset, "Das Reich Gottes in der Predict 
Jesu," Theolozische Rundschau, V(1902), 405-6,  
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(Hatt. 4:5; 24:7). The possibility mst always be left open 

that the context will determine that "kingdom" is the better 

Lt counts rendering in a specific passage. Vincent Taylor 

sixty sayings and parables about the “kingdom” in the Gos~ 

pels and finds traces of a community in only nine Tho 

translation "sovereignty" seems best. 

She Old Testament Backzrounds The Old Tostamont was 

the source of Jesus! teaching, his Bible and storehouse of 

religious informatione This does not mean that any origi« 

nality or authority is denied to Jesuss Jesus took the 

heritage of the Old Testament and on it based his proclama~ 

tion. ‘The starting point for Jesus was always the 01d Tes= 

tanents” A study: of the background is necessary. 

The 01d Testament has ao group of passages that speak of 

God as kings The phrase “icingdom of God" (ey ix" su1D' Pia) 

does not occur in the Old Testament itself.“* Yet the idea 

  

livsncent Taylor, issue and His Sacrifice, pps 8-96 
Quoted in Re Newton Fler, Jesus and His Church: a Study of 
the Ecclesia in the New Testament (New York: ‘The Abingdon 
Press, Cel95S), pe Sle 

Ban interesting attempt to combine both thousnts in 
one translation was proposed by Rudolph Otto. He proposed 
translating ducrie‘x “realm of royal sovereignty," thus 
hoping to include both ideas in @ phrase that can be uaed 
where oithor is emphasized. The translation seems cunber= 

Sones Rudolph Otto, Zhe Kingdom of God and the Son of Han, 
translated from the revised German edition by Floyd Vs 
Filson and Bertram Lee-Woolf (London: Intterworth Press, 
1945), pe 55. 

Bsonmidt, Ope cite, pe 585. 

l4tenmeyer, Das Vater-Unsey (Coettingens: Vandenhoeck 
und Ruprecht, 601946), De 666
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 eccurs early in the Bible and rung throughout the 01d Testa- 

ment (Exe 152193 Nue 25421; I Kings 22:19; Ise 6:5). “The 

Lord 4s king forever and ever" (Bx. 15:18) is the sure. theme 

that runs throughout the 014 Testamente49 God is king over 

the entire world, over all nations and peoples (cf. Hue 24: 

7). "Thine, 0 Lord, is the greatness, and the power, and the 

glory, and the victory, and the majesty: for all that is in 

heaven and in the garth is thing: thine is the iingdon, 0 

Lord, and thou art exalted as head above all" (I Chrs 29:11). 

God is also viewed as king cf Israel, the nation, in a . 

special senses He hag chosen her, has maie a covenant with 

hor, is the king in her midst (Nus 25:21). Whether this is — 

an earlier or a later development ins not agreed upon by 

scholars» otto? thinks it first becomes apparent in I Chre 

17: 14, while von Rad?” says that in the early days Yahweh 

was king over Israel only and that the meaning was extended 

to cover all the nations in Deutero-Isaiah and Zechariah. The 

view of Otto seems preferable. 

This reign of God over Israel was eternal (Ps. 145311 

and 13). Even if Israel were to rebel, God would have the 

  

15x special weight attaches to Gerhard von Rad's 
statement that "king" was the general oriental desisnation 
for God. It does not mean dependence or syncretism. Cf.» 
eeahaed von Rad, eemntee ’ e Zheolowaches Woorvertueh zum 

euen Testanent, edite serhar Stel (Stuttgart: We 
Kohlhamer Verlag, 1085), I, 568. 

160tb0, one cite, pe 356 

yon Rad, ope clits, ps 5686
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last words His supp does not equal veople but power «2 

As king Cod possesses the SLID, the sovereimmty. This 

sers'er can be exercised where and when God wlll, whether it 

ve over the children of Israel in the Davidic throne (II San. 

%:1Gs I Chre 173143 28:5) or over any nation or people that 

he chooses (Dan. 22443 4:22). God as king has dominion./? 

The medning of this for the Israelite has been sumarized 

by Wilhelm Rousset $ 

Die ganze Summe dessen, was Israel von der Zukunft er- 
wartet, faszt sich inde Begriff des Nalikuth Jehwe 
Gtvit* suis'en) gusammenes. Die lsraelitische und juedische 
Froemmigkeit denkt dabei in erster Linie an das Regi« 
ment Gottes, hoschstens erst in zweiter an ein behorre 
schtes Gebietes Diese Herrschaft Cottes iat nun gwar in 
einem gewissem Sinne immer, also auch in der Cegenwart, 
vorhanden. tnd an zehireichen Stellen reden unsere 
Quellen von, dieser nie aufhoerenden, swigen Gottes~ 
herrechaft e : 

But while God was king in the present, Israel saw that 

' God's rule was not, apparently, perfect. There were forces 

that opposed the kingdom of Israels The chosen people were 

at times forced to pay tribute to the kings of Assyria. The 

poricds in the history of both the Northern and Southern 

kingdoms when they were without the threat of impending 

catestrophe in the form of one of the great world powers 

  

18mrew, Ope cite, De 25 

19y0n Rad, ope Gites De 569s 

20y2inelm Bousset, Die Religion des Judentuns in Spacb~ 
ellenistigchen Zeitalter, revised by Hugo Gressmann 
Third edition; Tuebingen: Js Ce Be Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 

1926), ppe 215-4.
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were few indeed. This state of affairs led to the second 

great series of passages in the 01d Testament. 

The O34 Testament t24>'2\o viewed as a future blessing. 
The idea of a kingdom, a reign by God, a suyS'e\ 4s not in 

itself eschatological, The ideasrrather seoms to come in 

with the Exile that God's rule will one day be perfect, un 

hindered by the enmity of people and men or demoniac forces 

of any type.“+ The Jews did not conceive of this as a cone 

tradiction of tha first group of passages which speak of 

Yahweh as king in the present. Rather it was thought of as 

the perfection of the present state. "Yan exwartet nur dic 

endliche Menifestierung seiner gangen Koenigamacht ."* 

"and the kingdom shall be the Lord's" (Obadiah 21) could well 

serve as a sumnary of this view. Other passages that give 

the seme thought are Is. 52:7 (LXX); Micha 4:73 Zechariah 143 

93 Ise 243254 The group of Psalus from 93«9 state often 

that Yahweh has becowe kings The Old Testament looks forward 

to the perfected kingdom of God 225 

  

“lotto, ope Cite, ppe S563 also Lohmeyer, ope Cite, 
De 66. Otto feels that the eschatological strain may have 
been due to the Persian influence on the Jows in the Exile. 
While Persian culture mist have made an impact on the Jews, 
it seems unnecessary to credit it with an emphasis that 
could have arisen from tha condition of the Jews themselveso 

22 yon Rad, ope cits, ps SE67o 

251% is interesting to note in this respect that the 
kingdom must be future, for the Old Testament never speaks of 
entering the kingdom. Hather, like rabbinic Judaism, it 
waits for the revelation of the kingdome ‘Thus one can do 
nothing to hurry its coming. This confirms the future hope 
of the kingdom. Cf.s Lolmeyer, ope cite, pe 67s 
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The Old Testanent Concept of the Yessiah=King. The 

014 Testament contributed a third streen of thought to the 

New Testament thought about the ZacsAec’xne The Son of ian 

in Daniel 7:15 was linked to the concept of the Sur rveVae 

He was not thougnt of as an earthly king, but was pidtuned 

in a glorious state of majesty. In verse 27 of the sane 

chapter Daniel links the Son of Man to the suatte\> of the 
holy ones of Israel. The strean of Isalah 9 and 1 had also 

contributed to the thought of this king. The second half of 

Isaish with ite references to the Servant of the Lord helped 

to color the nicture also. This idea of the Son of Han was 

used by Christ to complete the picture of the Kinsdon of God. 

These three basic thoughts are the source of the idea of the 

ao led, In the preaching of Jesus of Nazareth.~* 

In every case where the 01d Testament hope of the 

relates to the future, it is better to render it with "reign" 

than "kingdon."@5 this rendering is shom by the Septuagint 

translation in certain passages (cf. I Kings 15:28; Esther 

3:6). The translation "reala" is also possible, of course, 

but these passases are clearly marked out by the context in 

which they are found (of. Pxs 67:35; 154211). We are safe 

  

24von Rad, Ope Cite, pDe SG5<C. GF, also Archibald 
He Hunter, Work and Words of Jesus (Philadelphia: 
The Westminster Press, 1950), pp. 70=2, where the whole idea 
of the Old Testament background of vee is discussed. 

@5gousset, "Das Reich Gottes in der Predigt Jesu," 
Pe 401, and Dailnen, QR Cite, De 940 
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in assuming that the starting point for Jesus! measase of 

the kingdom was the Old Testanent idea of the REIGH of Gode 

The Rabbinic Transformation of the Kingdom. %ne of the 

best ways to understand any idea is to study the antithesis 

of that idea and the milieu in which lt was first used. 

The message of Jesus did not spring into a world that was - 

& vacuum. Jesus came as & preacher of the kinsdom into a 

world which had heard much about a kingdom. ‘ie next propose 

to examine the rabbinie doctrine of the Jarl sete. This 

doctrine forms thé backdrop against which Jesus’ proclamation 

of the <xcvtecy Ee Weop mast be understood. 

Rabbinic Judaism was able to spea of a present reign 

of dode The Psalms of Solomon (non=canonical) speak of the 

Aacviece of God as a present reality. Aypeay rater Aariatds 

jai ely Sav abiya wed i (Pas Sole 172465 Gfe Pas Sole 

2230; 17233 5:18ff.) The idea can also be illustrated fron 

the prayer life of the plous Jew. “Magnified art thou, 

Yahweh our Cod, King of the world” ( assstege itis Hig IN 

ne Vat at Pe) was the official form of the ascription 

of praise to the Lord 26 This sovereignty was regarded as 

an eternal sovereignty, and yet did not really have effect 

upon éarth before Abraham, When Abraham came into the world, 

  

26Hermann L. Strack and Peul Billerbeck, "Das Evange~ 
lium nach poh de er eeuce nt aus eenaus und iildrasch, 
Kommentar zum Neuen Testament aus Ta und idrasch 
Lone tne: He Beck'ache Verlazebuchhandiuns, Oskar Beck, 

a 3. 3. @ 
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then God began to be made known upon earths’? ven then, 

"the throne of God is not secure as long as the recognition 

of the kingship ia only the possession of a few individuals gt28 

This caused Yahweh to select a seople for himself, to gueran= 

tee himself a kingship.e This kingship was, at tines, imperiled 

by the relapses of the people into sin. But this never was 

able to stop the achievement of one great thing: there was 

@ people, a nation, which did once select God as king and so 

assured hin of a retene”? This thougnt of God as king in 

the present was always in the niad of the rabbinical teachers. 

But the idea of a present kingship in Israel pales into 

ingimificanse beside those sayings and thouzhts which saw 

the srist’ sua "2X0 as a future hopee Only in the future would 

the reign of Ged achieve true reality»? This thought of 

an eschatological, future relgn of God can also be illustrated 

from Jewish prayer lifee "May his kingly rule be established 

in your life time«=in your time and in the time of the 

whole house of Israe1," so the Jew prayed as he recited the 

  

£7siphre Deuteronowlum 115 (Fre 154b), basing its re~ 
marks on Gens 2¢:7, says: “Before our father Abrahan came 
into the‘world, God was, as 1t were, only the king of heaven; 
but when Abraham came, he made Him to be kins over heaven 
and earthe" Quoted in Dalman, ops Cite, ps 963 also in 
Strack and Billerbeck, ope Gites, pe 1756 

28 . 
Se Schechter, Sone Aspects of Rabbinic Theolosy (Hew 

York: The Yaomi lian Company, 1925), pe 84, The statements 
of this man may be regarded as having special weisht, for 
he is a Jewish authority, not a Christian, 

29tpide, pde 85=8. 

SOpousset, Die Relicion des Judentums, pe 214. 
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Kaddish (vide supra, ps 10) The eleventh benediction of the 

Shemone Esreh prayed for a future reign: "Restore our 

judges aa formerly, and our counsellors as at the beginning; 

and remove us from sorrow and sighings and reign over us, 

Thou 6 Lord alones"® ne idea of a future king was surely 

predominant in the Jewish mind. It was the repository of 

all the Jewish hopes for the future we 

This form of the idea, the future hove, was taken by 

the Jews and made into the vehicle for the expression of ali 

their hopess The idea of the Deve was transformed by 

various groupse One group in later Judaism gave the 

@ completely transcendent character, made it a kinzdon that 

was in complete contrast to the present world. The Wisdou 

of Solomon 10:10 uses -4xzv/leéx in this sense of the world 

above: GfecSer wat dar Asctie bios kad huey atR 

yveor y aegeery ¢ This kingdom stands in conplete contrast 

to the world, Here the Atecriede. 4 viewed as a kingdom, and 

not a reigns’ This view of the “74éc% as a Kingdon also 

caused the messisnic hone to be relegated to a little corners 

The stone of Daniel 2:54 that was loosed without hands needed 

no messiah in the rabbinic hopee God and his holy Ansel 

would do all that was needed (Dans 12:iffe), It wae 

Slsee the Appendix for the complete prayere 

52roy a much more complete citation of the evidence, see 
Bousset, Die Relision des dudentums, pe 215. 

Sotto, Ode Gites Doe S60".
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an ebsolusze wonder, o total change througn a miracle of God .>* 

The apocalyptic view: could not express the messianic hove, 

& different terminology was needed for this. This view of 

@ transcendent Iingdom was the one that caught the popular 

imagination. Thé common man thought of a physical Jerusalem 

that would Toone down from heaven. This kingdom would change 

the earth in a wonderful waye It was a sort of fairy«~ 

wonderland for the averara Jawe"" This view was very generale 

Yet, this kingdon was thought of as a ceuse thet a man 

could take upon himself in the presents The idea of a kinge 

dom cf God to which men gave allegiance now led to a new 

thought Jn connection with the Ieingdom ?? Rabbinic Judeism 

added one expression to the terminology of the kingdom concept: 

"to take the yoke of the Icingdom upon oneself s"58 the taking 

of the yoke wan often identified with the reciting of the 

Shema, for which elaborate preparations wera made -? the 

    

S4zousset, "Das Reich Gottes in der Predigt Jesu," 
ppe 401=2, 

S5paiman, Ope Site, pe 101. 

S6otto, ope cite, De S7o 

STyartin Dibelius, Jesus, translated from the German 
by Gharles B. Hedrick and Frederick Cs Grant (Philadelphia: 
The Westminster Press, 1949), ppe 6445. 

S8tohmeyer, Ops Cite, pe 67s 

S9nerachoth 14b,15a says: "He who is desirous to re= 
eeive upon himself the yoke of the kingdom of heaven let him 
first prepare his body, wash his hands, lay his Tephilin 
(phylacteries) [sicl, read the Shema, and say his prayers." 
Quoted in Schechter, ope Clte, De S6e 
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elaporata preparations give some idea what the yoke of the 

kingdom meant to a Jews The recitation of the Shenma meant 

thet the Jew acknowledged God as Lord and pleced himself 

under the obedience of the Law.*? This was not conceived of 

as a pleasant thing, but was a true yokes God could force 

men to accept his service, if necessary «*+ fhe idea also 

took another tura when men began to conceive of this act as 

something thay could do either to found the kingdom them 

selves or to force God to reveal his kingdom. Jewish ethics 

came to play a part in the hope of the kingdon.“ and 1t 

was this thet led in part to the selfarighteous attitude of 

the Pharisess. ifen began to place themselves into the center 

in the founding of the itingdon. 

The third type of kingdom hope in rabbinic theolorzy has 

been niost abused. Often comuentators have sincled this out 

as the predominant featurs, ignoring the two other types 

given sbovee Thiz third type is the nationalistic hope ex= 

pressed in the idea of the kingdom of God. Easing their 

hopes on a nationalistic interpretation of Daniel's prophecy“? 

avout the future HIDE Ds the Jews in some cases identified 

  

40a1¢red Edershein, fhe Life and Times of Jesus the 
Messiah (Grand Rapids, Miche: Yims Be Eerdmans Publishing 
Company, c«1942), I, 269e Cf. also Strack and Billerbeck, 
Ope Cite, pe L7ZSe 

41palmen, one cite, pe 976 

*20¢t0, ope Cite, pe S7=8. 

43pan, 2244 and 7227. 
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the kingdom of God with the political status of Israel. This 

identification of the political with the spiritual is an 

explanation of why the kingdom of God does not have the cen=- 

tral place in the religious literature of the Jews that we 

expect it to have o** wen felt thet Israel as a nation had 

taken the yoke of the kingdom upon itself at the Red Sea and 

Sinaie Solouon, for example, sat on God's throne. When 

israel sinned the kingdom was taken away from theme But the 

rule by the nations and the rule of God were: contrary to 

each other. ‘They were irreconcilable opposites 45 Feeling 

thus, it was easy to identify the kingdom of God with the 

reestablishnent of the political kingdom of Israel. If 

God is to rule perfectly, "Israel must be set free from ‘the 

sway of the peoples and the Gentile world be subjugated to 

cod."*© the 1iterature of the period is full of this hope.” 

In the twelfth benediction of the Shemone Esreh men could 

even pray for the “humbling of the tyrants," referring to 

Rone Baad This hope was a fervent one, as the opening sentences 

  

*42ousset, Die Relizion des Judentims, pp. 215-6. 

45strack and Billerbeck, ope Gite, pe 172. 

46po1man, ope Cites De 98s 

s"see, for exanple, the sleventh benediction of the 
Shemone Esrehy Assuuption of Hoses 10:1; Seder Rab Awrams 
i. Say II Maccabees 2:17; Book of Jubllees 52319. 

48sohechter could even cite one rabbi from a later 
period who went so far as to say that the kingdom could not 
ba established without the destruction of the Analalkites 
(Ter, 3:17), identifying the Amalakites with Rome, ope Cites 
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of the Kaddish shows Israel desired the establishment of the 

kingdom of God to oom quickly. 

It is clear from the above discussion that Jesus was 

nat proclaiming an unknown quantity when he said, "The king-~ 

dom is at hande" And yet, how perverted was the hope of the 

kingdom in Israeit It was a mixture of apocalyptic mysticisn, 

legalistic Phariseeism, and nationalistic hopes« Into such 

@ thought world Jesus stepped with his proclamstion of a 

completely spiritual, religious reign of Gode Seen against 

such a backround the proclamation of Jesus gains in size, 

4n grandeur, in demand upon men, in religious quality. If 

anything would set off the message of Jesus in its newness, 

it would be the world into which he camee It is to this 

message of Jesus that we now turne 

The Proclamation of the GievJete. in the Words of Jesus 
of Nagerethe Jesus stepped into public life in Galilee as a 

Jewish teachere The heart of hie message was a declaration 

of the kingdom of God, the reign of Gode with such a message 

Jesus stands in the l4ne of Jewish teachers that began with 

the apocalyptic writers of the intertestamental pariod, was 

carried into rabbinic Judaism through the great masters of 

the Law, end from there went on in the tradition of the Jew 

ish nation down Into the middle agess 

Hen reverence Jesus yet todays hen the names of 

other Jewish teachers are long forgotten except for the 

curiosity of historians, Jesus’ name still means somethings  
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One cause for this lasting meaning mist lie in the message 

Jasus proclaimed. While Jesus took over the form of the 

proclamation, he radically changed the spirit and content. 

Jesus based his proclamation on the 01d Testament and the 

linguistic heritage of rabbinic thoughts All other influences 

on his message of the irda are to be ruled oute*? 

Jesus spoke in Old Testament language in his prociae 

mations He spoke of a Aecodex which was yet to coues 

"Not every one that saith unto me, Lerd, Lord, shail enter 

Ainto the kingdom of heaven” (Hatts 7221)4 "I shall not 

drink of the fruit of the vine, until the kingdom of God 

ghall come" (Iuke 22:18)+5° this preaching of a future kinge 

dom is often linked to the prophecy of the end of the worlds 

This is the case in Lice 21229831 and Hatt. 252546 In this 

context one point is esnecially worth notingse Thought of 

the future kinzdom does not inspire Jesus to give a multi« 

tude of apocalyptic, fantastic signs=eas the Jewish apocalyptic 

  

49Rudolph Otto sees Iranian influences in the messaze 
of Jesus. He gzoes to great lengths in his book on the 
kingdom of God to find all sorts of parallels (ope cite, 
passim). Dodd, The Parables of the Kincdom, pp. 589, 
examines Otto's conclusiona with creat care. His refutation 
is recommended. 

Similarly, Schmidt, ope citi, ps 588, rules out any 
form of mystical Greek thought from the kingdom. There is _ 
no trace of Greek thinking in Jasus' message of the 4aqwaecn « 

S0see also Matt. 6:10; S2ll; 25:34; Mike Orl; Lee 92273 
Wells 21329831 for other exanples of the kingdom as futuree 
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writers Gid.°+ ‘Indeed, he repudiated the Pharisees who de~ 

manded to know the time of the coming vy saying, "It does not 

come, this kingdom of God, with perceptible circumstances, 

nor can you say "Here it is%* or *There it ist', for behold, 

the kingdon of God 4s right now among you" (my paraphrase) 52 

While following the Jewish apocalyptic literature in speaking 

of a future kingdom, his message about it is quite different. 

The kingdom is not national in character (Hatt. 8212). 

Indeed, this is a new message in an old word pattern. 

Jesus! message abouts the Isingdom, however, was not cane 

@ message for the futuree Rather, "the new and arresting 

feature was that it was coming, perhaps even tomorrows; ine 

deed thet it had cone."®9 this feature, that the kingdom is 

near, yea, even is hore, finds very adequate expression in 

Jesus! words. His opening proclamation was wpe kee wv 

Auainee cod Scod (ke 1215)e From then on Jesus did not 

cease to proclaim the nearness and the presence: of the reign 

of God. The great number of expressions that suzgest this 

show that it is ea dominant feature of his preachinge Many 

  

Sinudolf Bultwann, Theolosy of the New Testament 
translated from the German by Kendrick Grobel (New Yorks 
Gharles Seribner's Sons, 1951), I, 568« 

52on the meaning of éveas sane in Take 17:21, see 
P. H, Bretscher, "Inke 27:21 cordia Theological Monthly, 
XV (Hovenber, 1944),.750-5 and “luke 17s20c8L in Recent 
Investigations," Concordia Theological, Monthly, XXII 
(December, 1951), O76 

5Sotto, Ope Cite, De 47e 
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verbs are used to give this ideas mppedey (Mike. 12153 

Matt. 5:25 4:15 end 175 10:7; Ike 10:11), Gus eoctv (Lite 
B11), GALerHe (Lee 279803 22218), ola gecver Sac (The 
19:12). Other passages reveal the sane thought. Hark 9:1, 

where it is promised that the kinsgion will come in power, 

presupposes a previous existence without power 54 In his 

answer to the Pharisees in Luke 17:20-1 Jesus definitely 

states that the Marve is present, no matter how one 

renders the svfo; Dewy» Watt. 12:28 speaks with equal 

clarity: "If I cast out devils by the Spirit of God, then 

the kingdom of God is come upon you" (eg Suctv)s Tesus prow 

claimed a yeign that was present. The relsn was there whether 

-men accepted it ov not (Lice 12:20 1lOs25=43 11351-23 Hatt. 

Ul:2—11). The decisive point of Jesus’ messase iss: "The 

reign of God is at hands” ‘The proclemation of Jesus is not 

predominantly one of a future kingdom, as Es F. Scott says, >> 

put that of a present reiim. Cy Hs Dodd swamarizes this as 

follows: 

Here then is the Pixed point from which our interpree 
tation of the teaching regarding the Kingdon of God 
must start. It represents the ministry of Jesus aa 
"realized eschatology," that is to say, as the in- 
pact upon this world of the "powers of the world 
to come” in a series of events, mnpregatented and 
unrepeatable, now in actual prosresss 

  

S4ibide, pe 147s 
oes P, Scott, Th ats Prayer: its Character, Pur+ 

Rose, and intexpretatio on (ile ork: Charles Scribner's 
fons, 1951 s De GSe 

5Enoad, ope cite, pe Sle   
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The present kingdom makes demands upon tien. Men must 

seek the kingdom (Matt. 6:55)- This is a demand for exertion 

and struggle. It demends also repentance (Mke 1:15; Hatt. 

4:17), a eci/veex that includes @ renunciation of the world 

(Matte 2221-14) and not the giving of excuses, Hen must be 

ready to pay a great price (Hatt. Ss20fes 1524466), even to 

the extent of beconuing eunuchs for the kingdon (Hatt. 19212). 

This proclamation of repentance was the seme as the procla= 

mation of the kingdome As Friedrich Buechsel puts its 

Jesu Verkuendigung war ebensowohl Himmelreichspredigt 
wie Busagzpredizt. Indem er zur Umkehr aufrief, sagte 
6r Sugleich das Kommen des Himmelveichs an. Heides 
war letstlich fuer ihn dasselbe.e ian kann deshalb 

sclera Gea teubepeacte muenmectescent@t Genta 
This call to repentance was the purpose of Jesus! 

coming (Ik. 5:32). Since it wae made by Jesus, it was the 

ultimate call for repentance (Hatt. 12:50441), demanding a 

total reversal of life and new obedience (Hatt. 7:21), a 

doing of the will of Gode One must be ready to leave fanily 

and wealth (Hatt. 10:87) to follow Jesuse Thus the preach- 

ment of repentance is a sharp either/or, a demand for a 

complete reversal (Hatt. 22214; 7:15ff.), a road that per~ 

mits no turning back, not even a backward glance (Ik. 93262). 

  

S’rpiedrich Buechsel, Jesus: Verkuendi und Geschichte 
(Guetersloh: Cs. Bertelsmann Veriac, 1947), pe 41s 
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Jesus makes an wnescapabie demand for repentance aoe 

This demand of Jesus also shows that man cannot enter 

the kingdom by his own powers Jesus demands perfect obedience. 

But no man can give perfeat obedience. Rather the kinsfion 

is a gift of God to those who believe as ttle childrens 

"All views of human cooperation are exoluded, if we bear in 

mind that the basileia tou theou really means the reign, 

the rule of God."59 tiany parables emphasize this same 

thought. The meaning of the seed growing by itself (ik. 

4:2648) and the receiving of the kingdom of God as little 

children (Hk. $:26.9) is that God brings in this rulee 

The same thought is expressed in the passages which speak 

of God's ares as a gift (Ike 122523 Matt. 16:93 21243) .« 

The kingdom is bequeathed ( Seaze Le pac) to ua by Christ 

(Ike 22229) and so can de described as an inheritance 

(Matt. 25:54). No one can be a fellow-worker of God in es= 

tablishing the kingdom. Iuther caught this idea when he 

' gpoke of a kingdom that came "of itself." 

  

5Eqnis demand for repentance is very similar to the 
preaching of Johns John also spoke of a Kingdom that was 
near (Hatt. 5:2), The comparison of the two messases does 
not lie in the scope of this papers The enswer does not lie 
in a solution that regerds the preachment of the kingdom by 
John as 4 later interpolation or interpretation by the 
church. One may merély say here that the difference lies in 
the fundamental message underlying the. proclamation of the 
veien of God by eachs For a detailed examination of each 
message, see Otto, ops Glbe, ppe 67=81. 

59yeing Dietrich Wendland, Die Eschatolozie des Reiches 
Gottes bet Jesus, po S66 Quoted in Arndt, Ope Cite, De 16. 
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The refgen comes entirely without the aid of mene It 

comes whether mon accept 1t or note Hen can only enter the 

kingdom after it has comee"9 80 at is in many places that the 

expression “enter” (cine p gosta or GloiT op bua pice ) 1a used of 

the relationship of man to the Axc~Jec%, wen do not bring 

ity they enter 1t (Natt. 5:20; 7:21; 18:5; 19:23; 192113 

252153 like 98473 John 3353 Acts 14:22). They who enter it 

are the poor in spirit (Hatt. 523)« To enter the Aicvaech 

one rmst become like a little child (Mark 5:26-9). It is 

given to those who are persecuted for his name's sake (Hatte 

5310); it can be entered now (Natt. 6:55).6 One must be born 

again to enter the kingdom (John 3:53 Mark 9:1). The attitude 

of one who enters the kingdom of God must be that of one who 

has waited for it ( mpoodexoperos 9 Mice 15245 and Lic. 23: 

51) ° It is not dependent on men, for publicans and whores 

enter before the Serlbes and Pharisees (Hatt. 21:51). One 

who has entered the kingdom 1s only a son of the kingdom 

(Lice 9:62). All thought of human eid in the establishuent 

of the kingdom is denied, 

Jesus had denied any apocalyptic sign that the kingdom 

was present or that one could even predict the future advent 

of the kinsdom by signee Yet he saw in hinself the great 

sig of the Aicedx, The kingdom was presente How was one 

to know? After reading from the prophecies of Isaiah, he said, 

  

COfonmeyer, Ope Cite, pe Ves 
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""oday is this soripture fulfilled in your ears." (Ike 4:21). 

Jesus saw in himself the kingdom of Godse He rebuked the 

Pharisees when they sougnt a sicn by saying that Nineveh 

repented at the preaching of Jonah, “and behold, a greater 

than Jonah is here" (Hatt. 12238445). Jesus, claiming to 

be the fulfillment of Isaiah's prophecy in the present 

(o-gece fou ), was the only sign that he would givee The 

kingdom was present in his persone It is this message that 

the "sign" of Luke 11:20 givese 

Thus it is that parallel passazes in the synoptics seen 

to equate Christ and the AucvJece, In Maric 10:29 (also 

Hatt. 19329) Jesus speaks of those who forsake house, children, 

etoe, evewey Eon, while the parallel in Like 19:29 speaks 

of forsaking them evcwev Far Aaccacas 5 MaS, Mart 

921 (ep. Inke 9227) speaks of the coming of the kingdom of 

God in power, while Hatt. 16:28 speaks of the coming-of the 

Son of Man. Other examples could also be cited. These show 

that the kingdom and the Christ are equated, We may conclude 

with Ke Le Sehmidts 

So laeszt sich sprachlich begruenden, was gudem aus 
dea ganzen Sachverhalt heraus deutlich ists das hereiln= 
brechende Gottesreich weisz Jesus in seiner Pexson in 
die Zeit und in die Yelt geltomnen, was johanneisch nit 
dem Sates ¢ Ages o/h gejeto J1,14 ausgedrueckt ist .o2 

It 4s certainly true that Jesus sees in himself the 

inbreaking of the kinsdom of God, sees himself as the 

  

Slgchmidt, ope cite, ppe 500-1.
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eschatological saviour.®* It is this that Marcton®? had 

in mind when he said, “In evanselio est dei regnum Christus 

ipse «54 

Since the 4uode‘e enters with the person and work of 

Jesus, the natural thing is to equate the JomAex with the 

edagpg Aeov 2 One feature of the Aurcch in Christ's preach= 

ment is that the goapel is connested to ite It ta a message 

’ of joy and hope. This was not a netionalistic hope, for Jesus 

saw only pain and bitterness in the future of his people 

(Hatt. 252379) Wee 152140233 Lhe 2125, 20n4; 19s4]=4; 

25:276$1). Rather it was the saving power of the Gospel, 

the good news of the power of God, that he proclaimed (Matt. 

4:25; 9:35). ‘The verbs characteristically used of the pro- 

clamation of the gospel are also used of the kingdoms 

EdcupedGerdetc (Tes 42453 8213 16216), Kaporeece att 

42253 9285), and StoypeAdece (Inke 9360). In the sane strain, 

miracles (onset ) ave connected with 1b (caoSote , ce 

9:2; Hatts 10:7) as well as power (doracts ), The devils 

were cast out in the coming of the kingdom (Matt. 12:28). 

  

Sotto, ope cite, pps 97107» 

SSquoted in Schmidt, op» cite, pe 5@l. 

S47t 4s interesting to note in connection with this equa- 
tion of Christ with the 4av4fex that the earliest confession 
of the church was probably xfer Jnosds Xpertos , a testi- 
ay to faith in See ee Sarr CH : Se eres idogereea) 2 
fhe Earliest Christian Confessions, translated from the 
German by J. Ke Ss Reid (London: ILutterworth Press, ¢«1949), 
passim, especially pa 59s
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When perfect it would come cv Sovguee » Che ike 921. 

fhe same content of the Axzo-sdei is show by the 

attributive and parallel words and phrases used with ite: 

Sexete arovi ; ipnvt a and Yapa (Roms 14317). Rebirth 

(wade pp eveorect) is parallel to the fracinecar in Watt. 

19:28 (of. John 5:Sffs)« The kingdom is set parallel to 

Sofa in Mark 10:37 and Matt. 20:21, The kingdom 1s 

EWav favees (IT Bm. 4218), xeeSvcor (IT Pet» 1¢11), and 

circa Aevdes (Hobs 18:28)» These all show the nature of the 

kingdom in the proclamation of Jesus Christ. This is a pro« 

clamation of a purpose of God “directed principally to the 

bestowal of blessing on men, and not to the mere exaltation 

of the divine majesty over the wortas"®5 this is joyous 

NOWS » 

Jesus! message of the kingdom separated itself, as did 

the 01d Testament message and the rabbinic measase, into two 

definite groupse "fhe Accords is here," was the dominant 

theme of all his preaching. Jesus hed overcome the world 

(John 16:55), But Jesus aleo spoke in places, as we saw,. of 

a /acrdece that still lay in the future, This acedeex 

was to come ér Sav auee (fk. 9:1) Here are two sets of 

passages that seem to be completely antagonistic. 

Yet we may feel certain that the message of Jesus is 

not contradictory. If it were, the evangelists would not 

  

GEpaiman, ope Clie, pe 156s
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have presented it in such a waye They were also thinking 

S6 «here must bo a solutions MON e 

The least we can say about the Jacvdia 23 whed 4g 

that 1t is a wonders it is something that is not generated 

in this world, but is something reaching into this world 

fron somewhere else.®" ‘Yet the kingdom of God was also end 

still is truly a regnum dei in terra, @ rule of God that 

operates here on earth.68 a wonder on earth, that is the 

neture of the kingdome To state it in other words, the 

kingdom of Jesus is eschatologicale Jesus, while he was in 

himself the breaiing in of the new age, also looked for the 

age when the crea would be there in perfection. He 

viewed the kingdom as already at work, but secretly and 

quietiys A Christian can still pray for its revealing. 

The full realization of the kingdom is yet in the future. 

This future already gives certitude to man in the present. 

But the final hope of the kingdom remains something to be 

fulfilled (Hatt. 152S50fes 49f 3 163283 252543 Inke 92273 

22:29), A Christian can pray for the coming of the 

  

SSarndt, ops Gites Pe 14s 
Sisonnidt, ope otter De SB8e 

68yrederick Ce Grant, The Gospel of the Kingdom (New 
York: The iaemillan Conpany, 1940), pe 156 

onto, ons cite, pp» 72+S«
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The Implications of ¢2 Gane 

The use of é¢/zaac in the O14 Testament and in the 

rabbinio literature is of little significance, for it is 

used In as great a variety of meanings as we use the English 

word "comee” In fact, sibout the only place where come is 

used with the idea of the kingdom is in Daniel 7:22 where we 

may merely draw the inference that it aske for the coming at 

@ definite tinea Very often the word merely means "happen" 

or "some to passe” The parallels in Greak prayers such as are 

cited by Lohmeyer’* also have little weights They often 

merely express a hope for a theophany that will guarantee 

the fulfilling of the prayer of the petitioner: 

  

7Opnis entire discussion of the kingdom has taken very 
little cognizance of Ernst Lohmeyer's discussions He seea 
the concept of the <acdc‘c as the uniting of three 01d 
Testament concepts: the city of God (or house), the world 
of God, and the kingdom of Gods He views the New Testament 
concept of Aawic’n as a spiritualizing, de-cultizing process 
in the treatment of these three ideass Because the world 
is in the kingdom it 3s a temporal and spatial concept. 
Because the house is in the kingdom it is a fellowships 
As a kingdom it is a present, historical function of God, 
eschatological in naturee The unity of these three accounta 
for the dual nature of the kingdom as here and not here. 
Cf. Lohmeyer, ope Site, ppe 64e8e This view has been 
relegated to a footnote because it does not seem to do 
justice to the Auraece . It pulls in concepts as basic 
which at best are subsidiary.s The 1ldea that a fellowship 
is 4tneluded is not part of the Mac-)ec& concept, but ia 
rather the result of the “z7-Aec& on the part of Gode This 
discussion of Lohmeyer’s rather belongs to a discussion of 
EXEANTCAy 

TAtbide, pps G0=2e
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' Of a bit more importance, perhaps, is the Usbrew con~ 

cept of time as conpared with the Greeks The Greek conceived 

of time as a series of days following end upon end in a 

steady flowe Time moves of itself. The Hebrew looked at 

time more as the result of a will that governed ths flow of 

days than as a haphazard bit of chances Time is existence 

(of the use of 22» for the world) ami is a result of God's 

creative activity. Time in the Hebrew thought was connected 

with God's creative activity. Tine is a continual renewal 

of God's graces The thought of a creative act of God may 

be connected to the verb Ep Heassete « More than this cannot 

be said about the verb in generale’ 

The importance of the form érdaio™® an the second 

petition is greatere Some pertinent observations can be 

based upon the use of the word heres Not much can be learned 

from other New Testament passages that link <Gecvlecx and 

éfxeuce (Mico 921g 112103 Tce 172203 22128). wore weight 
may be attached to its difference from other verbs which 

indicate that the kingdom either has come or should scomee 

Two other verbs are important, EyeG eee and Severe » 

  

T2tbide, ppe 62-40 Lohmeyer is a bit more sure about 
the relevance of the Hebrew concept of time than I can bes 
He goes to great lengths to draw inferences from ite These 
seem to belong more to the reala of philosophy than theolocys 

737 dogs , not matter whether one reads dada with 
Nestle, or Gawsz~u with He Je Vogelee The variant is of 
historical interest onlye 
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The first is found in Matte St2: 4373 102173 and Ik. 1029211. 

The second 4s found in Matt. 12:28 (cf. Ikcs 11220)s The 

verb give aitters fron both fyerac and 6yG. in thet 
4% hae only a temporal sense, while the last two have both 

@ temporal and a spatial sensee The verb Epplonate differs 

fron gaav~) end aye gv 4n that 46 says nothing at all 

about the subject already being on the way, while the latter 

imply thet it is, The word ¢fvo+< , therefore, speaks of 
a coming in tine and space, but does not imply that such a 

coming has begun. ?* 

The following things can also be deduced from ea Iaien 

with a certain dazree of surety. The use of the word asks 

for a deed, a visible deed from the hand of Gode This assures 

the meaning of "rule" for feared (8 tne use of €2 baie 

also assures us that the petition is for something future 

that 4s to happen in the world«’° Lastly, the combination 

of the idea that the word ¢4/owec points to a definite time 
at which something is to happen with the use of the aorist 

assures us that this asks for the eschatological, final | 

coming of the words » The Joining of the form 2a2/e¢cu 

to the Aacidect concept assures us that the eschatolosical 

interpretation of 4ucvjé/a is correct. 

  

T4Tonmeyer, Ope Cite, Pe GO. 

75a, Schlatter, Der list Mabibaey s (Stuttgart: 
Calwer Vereinsbuchhandlung, 19 2 De 209 

67am, Ope Citas Pe 272a
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Interpretation of the Second Petition 

fhe second petition has as many interpretations as 

there are views of the kingdom of God. The kingdom of God 

hes been stressed in many different wayes A positive idea 

is often best understood in its antithesese An examination 

of some interpretations of the kingdom petitions will help 

us to clarify our thinkings 

One strean of interpretation stresses the present as= 

pect of the kingdom of God. The kingdom of God is iden» 

tified and equated with the churche This is the type of 

‘interpretation that was popular in the Greek church begin- 

ning with Origene Through the Greek church it was also 

perpetuated by Zwingli and Calvine The idea of a present 

lkinredo: leads one to interpret the second petition as a 

missionary prayer, Hay God extend his church on earth, 

enlarze his tents, make of us a great body. This inter~ 

pretation often points to the description of Isaiah 55 and 

the parable of the mustard seed to show that it is Biblical. 

fhe church must growe’’ This view is expressed in the 

comment of John Chrysostom: 7o 703 agptveu av pav odpetvay 

é wer fone = Wacyrac "78 other interpretations of modern time 

have followed much the same course. This has, probably, 

  

Tl tonmeyer, Ops cite, ppe 6809. 

78quoted in Alan Hugh M'Neile, The Gospel Accordinz to 
St. Matthew (London: Macmillan and Coe, Pea eis 1915), pe 780
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been the most popular type of interpretations Plumer is 

@ modern example of this type of exegate: 

It asks that God's rule may everywhere prevail over all 
hearts and wills. it suis up the Messianic hopes of 
the Hebrews and the st111 more couprehensive hopes of 
the disciples of Christ, who began His Ministry on 
earth with the proclanation that this Kingdom was 
about to begine He founded it, and it has been de~ 
veloping ever since. This petition asks that its pro= 
gress may be hastened by increased Imowledge of God's 
coumands and increased obedience to thems It asks 
that the principles of God's govermment may be vic= 
torious over the principles of the world and of the 
evil ones victorious in the individual heart, and 

‘ also in the workings of society. it is a missionary 
prayer; but we unduly limit its meaning if we intere 
pret it more Ly, as a petition for the spread of 
Christianity»? 

He goes on to speak of the triuzph of the kingdom in 

the individual heart. This interpretation has been taien and 

given 4a twist by the moderns Ritschl and Herrmanne They 

thought of e kingdom to be established by human progress 

and effort on earth .°9 | Johnson®1 apparently adopted this 

view in his recent conmontary. 

These interpretations all fail for one reason. They 

do not meet the words of the petitions Ths words demand 

a single coming, a conplete coming, @ quick coming. That 

  

alfred Plumer, An ratical Commentary on + - 
bel Accord ins To Ste Kabthew (tondont Elliot 28 ane oe, 
De 936 

S0piew, ope Cite, ppe B78 

Sisherman Es. Johnson, “The Gospel according to Ste 
Matthew, Introduction and Exegesis," The Suseroretor ts 
Bible, edited by George Arthur Buttrick (New York: 
Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1951), VII, 511-2.  
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4s the effect of the aorist verb when joined to the eachato-= 

logical Aacvdeca (vide supra, pp.» S546). The petition also 

dees not speak of a goal for men, but is rather a petition 

for action from Gode Finally, the patristic literature of 

the first four centuries never equated the earthly Aucerdecx 

to the /Gavecc which Jesus preacheds Not even Ste Ambrose, 

who had a high regard for the Church, made ‘this equations? 

The interpratations fail for lack of both linguistic and 

historical evidence. 

The second major stream of interpretation has been the 

exact opposite of the first type of interpretation. It 

lays the emphasis on the final revelation of the Lord 

on judgment days Bengel said, “Adventun regni dei ad 

seculi finen refert."= This has been the general interpre~— 

tation of the Latin church down through the ages. Thus 

Jerome said that it is "grandis audacise, et purae sonscientiae, 

regnum Dei postular’ et judiciun non timere."°* ‘this view 
is based, in part at least, on the old dogmatic distinction 

between the recnun gratise and the regnum glorise. This 

distinction, it is true, is only an attempt to formulate the 

  

tension between the realized and the future aspects of the 

kingdoms Intheran dogmatice does not think of two separate 

  

S2riew, Ope Gites De S0a 

855. As Bengel, Gnomon Novi Testamenti (Berlin: 
Gust. Schlawitg, 1860), pe Sd. 

Stouoted in HtNeile, ope Gites De 78
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kingdoms, though it does spsak in such a manner. Popular 

understanding of the two iringdoms, however, doese I sannot 

document such a claim, but must assume ite But a lcinsdom 

that involves an eschatolosical appearance in the person of 

Jesus Christ cannot be thus divided. This same criticism 

can be leveled against any interpretation that attempts to 

coubine the two and speak of a primary and a secondary 

hallowings It camot be donee This 1s what Broadus? and 

Tuther® doe The words of Inther speak of a happening in 

time and in eternity 2? 

What do we then pray for? Apparently there is nothing 

iefte An interpretation that makes it the church seems outs 

final judgnent is also oute What is left? The petition 

is one that asks for the completion of the goal of hiatorye 

It asks that God (and all thought of men's action ig left 

out) ful?i111 his promises made to use The kingdom that 

Jesus spoke of is asked fore Jesus has men pray as though 

ail were yet in the future. Hon are to pray as the angels 

- praye These think of the needed perfection of the world ani 

  

853onn Ae Broadus, "Commentary on the Gospel of Matthew," 
4n Anerican Commentary on the New Testament, edited by 
Alveah Hovey Cohiinieienias American Baptist Publication 
Soolety, 1886), I, 154. 

86conco Triglotte, edited by Fe Bente (St. Louis, 
Moe: Concordia Publishing House, c«1921), pe 547« ' 

873ulius Schniewind, "Das Evangelium nach Uatthaeus," 
Das Neue posbanent Deutsch, edited by Paul Althaus and 
Johannes Behm (Goettingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1950), 
II, 835, defends the interpretation of Imther as correct.
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50 pray to God» This prayer arises out of the worry about 

the eschatological relationship of earth and heaven.2? 

Such a prayer involves all that will attend the glorious 

Aacrace’: 4 Ib includes judgment and overcoming of the powers 

of this world. It includes the spirit promised to men by 

the Lord. It means the action of God himself in history, 

Since this is true that we ask God to carry out his pians, 

the petition remains simple. It does not prescribe how God 

is to do what ‘is asked. Ho may destroy, reoreate, or create 

to do his purposes. The petitioners who stend in the <wevteck 

as his Son revealed it to them cry for the completion of his 

planse It is only out of this /ao-lecx that one can pray 

this petition. The entrance and existence in the amdJeck 

of Jesus Christ make it all the more clear to men that this 

petition is the fitting onee Hen who are "Sons of the 

Kingdom" know how futile human efforts ares The severity 

and starkness of these words conceal the heartfelt longing 

and the deep need of the one who prays and show the deep 

faith end trust in the greatness of the grace and mercy of 

Gods He who would object that this interpretation lacks 

concreteness needs to stand once more under the demands of 

the kingdom for obedience and penitences Then a prayer such 

as this acquires meanings Lord, come, “dam 9d, that was 

the prayer of the early Church, just as stark and bare in 

its pleading with Gods Thet is the petition of our Lords 
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Originality of the Petition 

The originality of Jesus? petition depends not upon 

verbal analogy, but wpon thought content. Thus the finding 

of a rebbinie saying that "A Benediction in which there is 

no mention of the stio'ey is no benedictions"©? does not 

mean that Jesus is necessarily not originale Nor do the 

parellels which can be found in the Kaddish and the Shemone 

Esrehe it is not the fact that a kingdom is prayed for in 

both prayers, the rabbinic and the Christian, that decides 

the originality, but the nature of the kingdom prayed forse 

Jesus! prayer does stand in the Jewish tradition of prayer 

for the 42's, and Jesus would himself have said that the 

prayer for the kingdom was a necessary part of the prayer.?9 

We will compare the two ideas heree The discusaion will be 

kept very brief 2 

1) The Aucdeccx is the central thought in the preach= 

ing of Jesuss When he uses the absolute “avdeca , it 

always means the GacrJdscq Gd Izod, Cce&s, Hatt. 2123 

24314, In the rabbinic literature the ‘a*m s22>'Po 1s not 

so pronminente If one mentions the absolute s2a3'2'0 one would 

  

88strack and Billerbeck, ops cite, pe 1846 

B0scott, ope clits, pe We 

9lgnis discussion 4s to a large extent based on the 
work of Strack and Billerbecik, ope Gite, ppo 180-5. 
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immediately think of some world power 28 

2) The decisive difference in the preaching of Jesus 

and rabbis is that he preached @ present kingdom. The 

rabbis always preached an apocalyptic or national future 

kingdoms There was no concept in the rabbinic mind of a 
present, spiritual Icingdom +? 

3) The message of the Adevdecm® was accompanied by a 

demand in the measage of Jesus, a demand for wectdvan « 

The rabbinic sai>'22 had no preaching of repentance. They 

felt that the people, at least the best of then, were already 

prepared for the ingdom.?* 

4) On the other side of the coln the message of Jesus 

was @ message of gospel, of good news, of freedom. it was 

a gift of God that he proclaimeds« Hen only had to repent 

and believe the Gospéle Rabbinic Judaism was in complete 

opposition to this views The s22 22> in rabbinic thought 

demanded recognition, submission, obedience, Salvation was 

a frait of the 521>'e\, but not the seas itself. The 

rabbinic message was legalistic 5 

5) In the Axordex of Jesus there was a thought of a 

world mission that needed to be fulfilled, Natt. 28:20. 

  

S2Ibide, pe 1856 

830tto, Ope cite, Ppe 74am 0 

94Bousset, "Das Reich Gottes tn der Predigt Jesu," 
Pye 445665 

25strack and Billerbeck, ope Cite, pps 1801.
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The beginning of the: Seovdecks was not her ende In the 

rabbinic thought of Palestine there was no thought of a 

world missions Rather the kingdom, the Sareres contained 

the thought of the destruction of the nations» The past, 

the present, and the future of all peoples were rerarded 

as fixeds They had an iron-clad predestination for the 

nations <7 

6) Jesus! Zurdec‘x was not at all political. He .pro~ 

claimed an inner kingdome The rebbinic hope was national 

4n character. No rabbi could have said: "My sy>'>y is not 

of this worlds” The Shemone Esreh speaks of the nations 

alistic hopes’? 

7) Jesus saw only suffering in the future of his nations 

the Jews saw the Jziv'c\2 as @ glorious future Pere 

8) Jesus! proclamation of the tire gave no apocalytic 

fanciful details for the future. The Jewish apocalyptic 

writers gave all types of detailed pictures 79 

9) The uiordec& of the New Testament can mean an 

organizations The waren of the raboils never can,» 200 

  

26tyide, pps 1Gl~Be Of» Edervshoim, one Gite, I, O5e 

schmidt, ope Gites pe 587e. 

S85ultmann, ops Gite, De 4» 
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: I can think of no better way to close than with a 

quotation from F. Co Grant: 

From the historical point of yiew, then, Jesus e#ppears 
as a Jewish teacher, and his doatringe of the Kingdom 
of God is nothing new and revolutionary-=not even in 
the senae in whieh the doctrines of the apocalyptists 
were new and revolutionary.» If anyone thinks the 
Jewish apocalypaess.sethrow ail the lisht wo need 
upon the teaching of Jesus, let him but read further 
and discover how far apart are the views of the 
apocalyptists from his, how vindictive and puerile, 
how narrow and partisan, how crude and fantastic, 
how prejudiced and bitter are the minds that have 
produced thase writings, how utterly yolike the mind 
ang the spirit of Jesus of Nagareth.*“- 

  

LOlerant, ops cits, ppe 169670. 

 



  

CHAPTER V 

THE THIRD PEEITION 

The W111 of God 

yevn9utwo Zo WeAu peo cou, ws Ev aapave wee ee yA. 

The word SeAnur is abnost unknow outside of Biblical 

Greeks While the word as such is rare in classical Greek, 

petitions similar to this can be found in classical litera~ 

turee These examples from Epictetus, Seneca, Homer, and 

Socrates contain the idea of a harmonization of the divine 

and the human wills. They desire that the god's will night 

become their owne! 

The Septuagint Sedyex 4s the translation of the Hebrew 
word {j= ‘le In I Maccabees we find a parallel to the third 

petition: ws. g? av W. Be rnpa ev ogpaves, Oviws 

Ton ree (3:60). The Hebrew standing behind the Septuagint 

usage does not have the character of a resolution formed by 

logical thought, but rather a passionate desire that forms 

awilll. Outside of this the 01d Testanent does not play 

@ great role in the formation of the thought A 

In rabbinic thought the will of God was not equated with 

the Greek thought of harmony in prayers The Jew thought 

  

liynat Lohmeyor, Das Vater~Unser (Goettingen: Vanden= 
hoeck und Ruprecht, 06194 6), DP eye BSS a 

2Thide, pe 76s
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primarily of the will of God as law, as that which he must 

obeys The will of God was for him the norm and rule of 

lifes It demanded obedience and not harmonys The will of 

God is not recognized in history, but rather in his Word. 

Man is not necessarily to will what he doea, but he is to do 

what he oughts Jt was o legal relationship that was set up 

with God. An old rabbinic order of the aynagogue service 

shows this: "Lord, we have done what you ordered us; do 

thou to ua what you have promised" (Sota S0a).° It is en 

oft recurring formula in rabbinic Judaism to speak of 

"doing the will of the Fathere"* ‘he basis for such a legal- 

istic interpretation seems to have been a misunderstanding of 

the covenant relationship with Gods Outside of this there 

is not much that could be found on the will of God in rabbinic 

thought, The Law seemed to cover it for the Jewish mind. 
In the New Lestanent, where one would expect to find 

many references to the will of God,. the word does not often 

oceurs It is found once in Hark, once in Inke, six tines 

in Matthew and seven times in Johny (It does occur in 

other contexts where it is used of the will of mene) 

Thayer divides the use into two meanings: 1) the thing willed; 

  

Sipide, poe 79-806 
a . 

{Gottlob Schren, ndedyud n Theologisches Woerterbuch 
Zum Neuen Testement, edited by Gerhard Kittel (Stuttgart: 
We Kohlihammer Verlag, 1958), III, 54.
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2) the abstract act of willing, the will.> What the will 

of God means in the New Testament will depend on closer 

examination of the Hew Testament passages. 

The use of SeAnea in the Hew Testament, especially in 

the third petition, will not f£4t either the rabbinic oz the 

Greek conception of God'a will, The rebbis thought of the 

will as irresistible, so there would be no need to pray that 

it cone to pass. If the Greek thought were to be identified 

with the will of God, there would be no need of the modifying 

phrase that the Lord added. The New Testament must itself 

determine what 14s meant by God's wills 

There 1s one pasesge that ascribes to the will the work 

of creation, Revelation 4:11: oo EwZcous tl rolved » Kec dea @ 

wus rau Roraa te. Beterd nocey + This passage shows that 

the power of God, yes even the creative power of God, is 

active in his will. God's will is not only a state of mind, 

but also an activity. God's will has effective powers 

The book of John is especially instructive about the 

will of Gods The entire work of Jesus is grounded in the 

will of him who sent hime Jesus speaka of this as his 

food (John 4:54), that he is to do the will of him who sent 

him. When accused of breaking the Sabbath by healing the 

man by the sheep gate, he answered that he did nothing on 

  

SJoseph Henry Thaysr, & Greek-English Lexicon of the 
New Testament (Correctad edition; New York, Cincinnati, and 
Chicago: American Book Company, ¢+1889), ps 285 
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his om authority: of od Guz zd Wedyun Ze gos adda To’ 
$e Av pea Zod wept pavios f= (John 5250)¢ The same thought is 

repeated 
in John 6:38, Jesus! entire life was bounded and 

Girected by the will of God, 

This will of God in Jesus Christ nad as its purpose the 

salvation 
of men.  JZovzo 4 éotv zd Sedypeat Zod wazyes fay 

cou was 0 Dewsuv Tov weov Rete Werebo wav ees otuzev ex Gunv 

dwveo » Ket avartiovs ator tes ev TF dondzZp vyeep2 (Jom 6240). 

Ephesians 
125814 is a complets 

comentary 
on this verse 

written by a man who felt the will of God at work in him» 

“Having made known unto us the mystery of his will, according 

to his good pleasure 
which he hath purposed 

in hinselfs 

that in the dispensation 
of the fulness of times he might 

gather tosether 
in one all things in Christ, both which are 

in heaven, and which are on earths even in him” (Eph. 129-10). 

The will of Ged is always the will of salvation 
in the New 

Testement 
(except in Reve 4212) a 

The wili of God 4s also an eschatological 
will. The 

will of God is done wnen the work desired by God is finishede 

The wacky co Seduype ia equated to Zedcavy Zo Epyov in 

John 4:34, In the will of God are found the basis, the 

power, and the goal of Jesus! works’ The eschatological 
nature of the Jeluex is further shown by the linking of the   
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resurrection to the Vejyem in John 6236-9. This sane 

eschatological nature is linked to the will in Matthew. ‘The 

revelation of the mysteries of the kingdom to the sizple 

(vamcoe ) and their concealment from the wise (ragioy ) 4s 

called the gracious will of God (estws ed fokta Gpeveto Euaperder 

a3) in Matthew 11:26. God does not desire one little ons 

to perish, and that 1s called his Sednyucs (Hatt. 18214.) 

Jesus, the eschatological saviour, comes under the will of 

God te do the will of God by the power of the will of Gods 

the =<.) ex 1a eschatological in natures” 

When the will of God is wnderstood as the eschatological 

will, then the passages in Hatthew about the doing of the 

will fall into their proper nichee Jesus seems to speak of 

the will of God as a demand on men in some passagese It is 

& condition of entrance into the kingdom: "Not every one 

that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kins= 

dom of heaven, but he that doeth the will of my Father which 

is in heaven " (Hatt. 7:21)« “For whosoever does the will of 

my Father in heaven is my brother, and sister, and mother” 

(Hatt. 12:50). ‘The will of the Father is that men see and 

believe (John 6:40). This ethical demand is the sane that 

John the Baptist made when he said, "Bear fruit worthy of 

repentance" (Matt. 5:8). These are ethical demands, with 

the indicative of the far déco presupposede Ernst Lohneyer® 
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has pointed ont that the Aramaic behind the expression 

Wacecv Zo Seadued, 4s “wort cut Go@'a good pleasure or dee 

sires.” ‘This doing 1s regarded by Soripture as a work of 

God himself. "wey tho God of peace equip you with all good 

that you may do his will, working in you that which is 

pleasing before him through Jesus Christ” (my translation, 

Heb. 15:21). “dnd do not be conformed to this present age, 

but be remade by the rénawal of your mind, that you may 

prove what the will of Ged is, the good and acceptable and 

perfect" (Rome 1242). Lenski summarizes very well: “His 

will is not a mere statement of what he wants, but he hin- 

self in his action of willing and accomplishing his wil1."29 

The New Testament conceives of the will of God as a 

unite It never speaks of wills (as the Jews did), but 
o & 

only of Zz Sed naa. rh It does not separate a moral, ethical . 

will from the eschatological will« So the will of God is 

that which perfects us (Cols 4:12). Both aspects of the 

will are the work of Gods Everything can be called God's 

good-pleasure., The third petition speaks also of the will 

of God. 
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Heaven and Earth 

The phrase which modifies the third petition is the 

first extension of any idea that we have in the Lord's 

Prayer. It is logical to asswae that a prayer consisting 

of just seven short petitions must lay eome weight on. the 

phrase if it attaches it to a petition in so short a prayers 

It deserves our close attentions 

The first matter is the meaning of the two words heaven 

and earth (oF pavos and xm )e ‘he two words are used in 

two different ways in the Bibles They are used in places 

to express a sharp difference. On earth moth and thief 

corrupt or cause us to lose our treasures So we are advised 

to ley up treasure for ourselves in heaven (Matt. 6219-21). 

Heaven is set higher, for it is the throne of God while 

earth is but his footstool (Matt. 5854). While this is true, 

both axe alike in other respectss Both shall pass away 

(Hatt. 5:18; 25:54). Both were created by Gods They re- 

veal on old oriental expression expressing the totality of 

the created world, all creation. Such @ background seens 

plausible in the consideration of such passages as Uke 153 

Sls Matte. 5:19; Lice 163173 Hebe 12103 Reve 2121. Since 

heaven and earth can be conceived of in two almost opposite 

ways, the context must determine the meanings 

Ernst Lohmeyer 2 points out that there is a difference 
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4n number between heaven in the introduction (€v Zed aupavocs ) 

and in the third petition (2y ovezvi7 )» This may be 

accounted for by the Septuagint usaze. When the Septuagint 

uses the plural, it emphasizes the fact that heaven 4s some= 

thing completely different from earth, is separate, is the 

apecial home and seat of Ged. When the singular is used, 

4t emphasizes the closeness of earth and heaven as parts of : 

God's creations Then it is used as @ unit with earth to 

mean all creations. This finds support in the work of Jose= 

phus,2° who never uses odpavoy in the plural, for he always 

means heaven ads the place of the stars. The sane is true 

of Phiic, It seems as though the weight of the evidence is 

to regard heaven and earth as expressing the whole of creation 

and not as two opposite entities in the third petitions=* 

The use of 425 and <# 4n a series does not eliminate 

the possibility of the above interpretation. These not only 

- have the function of cauparing two Ltems, but alao of draw~ 

ing them togethers In the opinion of Lohneyer?5 thoy may 

even confirm one item of a series by the othere It is enough 

  

15,, Schlatter, Die ogie des Judentums nach dem 
Be icht des J osefus (Gueters oh: Ce» Hertelsmann Verlag, 
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J4Rudolph Otto, The Kingdom of Ged gnd the Son of Hen 
translated frou the revised German edition by Floyd V. Fil- 
son and Eertram Lee«Woolf (London: Lutterworth Presa, 1945), 
PP. 59-41, thinks that the two are sharply opposed to each 
other. Hs bases his view on the dualistic thought of 
Iranian apocalyptic. I cannot take his conclusion, for I 
do not agree with his premisee 
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to say that they permit the interpretation of heaven and 

earth given above, - 

fhe fine shade of difference in meaning between Ev and 

émé in the parallel construction also will have no effect 

on the interpretation of heaven and earth, The preposition 

4s taken in the sense of "4n” (of, Matt. 18218) and not in 

the meaning "on" (of. Revs 12:1). . 

One last question remains to be decided about the modiq 

fying phresese Does “as in heaven so on earth" modify only 

the third petition, or does it modify all three petitions 

of the first strophe? Here there is variance of opinions 

Lenski very definitely says that it can modify only the 

third petition, "for in the second we cannot say that the 

kingdom can ‘come in heaven’; it has always been there wis 

This same view is voiced by other commentators, one basing 

it on a quotation form Chrysoatone™" Other commentators take 

the phrase with all three petitions and say it makes excel- 

lent sense» The British acholar H'Nelle*© takes 1t to refer 

to all three petitions, basing it on rhythz and a reference 

in Origen. The objection seems to be based on the inter- 

pretation of heaven and earth as two antagonistic spheres. 
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It seems better to take the phrase as modifying sach one 

of the petitions. it expresses the totality of the thought 

in each petition and so emphasizes the eschatological ocharace 

ter of eache This seems to be the particular emphasis and 

reason for the addition of the phrase. While it does not 

add to the thought, 1t underscores the eschatological nature 

of each petition and assures us that the petition asks for 

a Fulfillment in the created worlds 

Interpretation of the Third Patition 

Historically the interpretation of the third petition 

falls into three malin strata of interpretatione We shall 

look at each types The first type can be called an ethical 

interpretation of the petitions It is the successor to the 

Hebrew idea of the lawe Men are to live in accord with God's 

comnendmentss The petition asks for God to prepare men who 

will live in this manner, Cyprien already seems to have 

viewed the interpretation this way wnen he said: "non ut 

Deus feciat quod yult, sed ut nos facére posaims quod Deus 
Walt "49 Bengel likewise appears to be following this type 

of interpretation when he says, "Non rogatur, ut haec in 

$oelo Liant, sed cosiun norma est terrae, in que aliter 
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alie fiunt omnis "20 Some modern interpreters have also 

gone along with this viewe Bruce, for oxample, says that 

the petition asks "that the right as against the wrong nay 

averywhere prevail 22% ‘This ethical interpretation is the 

first major types iten are to Live so that God's will is donee 

The interpretation of the petition as a moral oblicsa~ 

tion laid on man is correct in assuming that there are wills 

in the universe that aré opposed to the will of God. But 

the interpretation is wrong in asswaing that the petition asks 

for a doing of the will of God by mene The petition says 

nothing of mene It 16 directed only to God who is asked to 

do his will finally and compietelys This petition does not 

ask a gift of grace from Sod, but action, anaction that is 

to be the doing of his will to the uttermost. 

The second type of interpretation looks upon the 

third petition as a petition for the paintul endurance of 

sufferinge It is aimost a stoic denial of self in the face 

of fate, which the Christian calis the will of Gods Men 

are to reconciie their wills to the will of Gode So Lenski | 

says: "In this petition God's children put their own wills | 

into complete harnony with their Father's wili and thus into 
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opposition to the will of all his foes."22 this type of 

interpretation claims to find an analogy in the prayer of 

Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemane: “iy Father, if this 

cannot pass unless I drink it, thy will be done” (Matt. 26: 

42). Men who pray the third petition pray that their wi12 

might be reconciled to the will of the Father, even as Jesus 

also prayed before his passions 

This interpretation is also not in harmony with the words 

of the third petitione The thought of men bringing their 

wills into harmony with the will of God is a Greek thought 

and not properly found in the mind of Jesus. Nor is a human 

agent allowed in the doing of the will, just as no human is 

in mind in the first two petitions, The reference to the 

prayer of Jesus demands a bit more attention. If the prayer 

of Jesus in Gethsewane was a prayer for painful endurance, 

then the interpretation would have some basis, for the words 

are an exact linguistic parallel to the third petitions 

The prayer is spoken by Jesus at the beginning of the actual 

suffering. The prayer is not a prayer that Jesus may sub- 

ject his will to dod» Jesus had lived under the de~ of 

Givine necessity. He was conscious of the path ahead and 

80 looks once again at the counsels of God» The key to a 

right understanding of the prayer of Jesus lies in the 

statement “Arise, let us go hence” with which he leaves 
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the garden.’> This does not indicate the person who is going 

ahead in spite of what he wills. ‘This person has not been 

captured, but gives himself over. The trembling that he 

felt was the trembling of a prophet at his call, of one who 

stands in the presence of the council of God. This 4s not 

painful endurance, but rather it is the prayer of one who 

feels that things are following a course that he has known 

all along.“ This prayer is eschatolozically concsived and 

prayed. The manner in which it was used by Polycarp at his 

arrest seems to indicate thet this 1s the correct interpre= 

tation (Hart. Pole 7:1) .7% 

The third type of interpretation might be called the 

heaven on earth interpretation, God's will is to be done 

on earth to such an extent that earth becomes a second 

heaven. The church is identified with this petition, for 

then earth would most certainly be a heaven on earth, God's 

kingdoms This was the view of Clement of Alexandria, Ter- 

tullian, and Augustinee Wen are so to yearn for heaven that 
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they will what God wills. This Interpretation does not seem 

to fit because it divides heaven and earth too sharply. The 

4nterpratation also is too concrete, more than the words of 

the petition warrant. Finally, it is conceived of as a 

gradual petition, one that men can fulfill by their actions 

This interpretation also seema untensble.”° 

The interpretation of thia petition is something that 

cannot be definitely stated, just as the interpretation of 

the first two cannot be all neatly laid oute We are here 

speaking of something that is future, and that is still 

connected to the work of Christ in the historical present. 

We pray as though all lay yet in the future. This is an 

eschatological petition, as Theodor zehn”’ has saide The 

petition prays for that which is the innermost will of God, 

that it happen without means, even the means of the Worde It 

is a petition that puts men out of the picture, thinking 

of them only in so far as God must needs think of them to 

do his will. The petition includes a prayer for the conquer= 

ing of all of the powers that oppose God. The petition asks 

that God will be victorious (Reve 11:5,17; 12310). It is 

the final, ultimate, conplete, utter doing of the will that 

is asked for by the petitioner (vide supra, ppe Sd=4). 
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The petition is eschatological, God=centered, and one of 

finality 

Such a petition presupposes the work of Jesuse For 

God's will runs through history in a concealed manner. It 

became most evident in the life and death of Jesus« lien 

who have faith in that Jesus know the will of Gode They 

see that God has good«pleasure and does not desire only 

Geathe These are the people who can pray, "Thy will be 

done.” One who prays this petition prays as one who has his 

citizenship in heaven and is yet bound on earthe He prays 

for the complete doing of God's wille 

Because men live in the world and yet are not of the 

world they have the feeling that thoy live now under the 

will of this God, under the soteriological-eschatological 

- W111 that accompanies them in ali their doing and actions 28 

Their mind sees the will of God in all that is done, as Paul 

doss in Acts 21:14. ‘Their prayer goes ahead to the final 

doing of God that ia to perfect their Imowledge of his will, 

to complete that which he wills. It is this men pray fore 

"Thy will be done.™ 

Originality of the Third Petition 

The originality of this petition can be treated very 

quickly. This is one of the few sayinge of our Lord to   
2BIDIde, De 2766
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which no exact parallel is claimede Even the Jewish scholar 

Honte? tore”? says this. 

is not in questions 
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The originality of the statement 

The Synoptic Gospels (Tendon: 
it, Ol. 
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CHAPLER VI 

QE FIRST STROPHE 

fhe Inter-relation of the Petitions 

{wo things remain to be discussed: the relationship of 

the first three petitions and the question of originality in 

their relations We wiil discuss them in that order. 

We mey begin by stating that the entire first strophe 

is eschatologically conceived. The petitions are all eschae 

tological, as Hans Windisch! has said. They all vray for an 

action of God in history. Since these petitions are con= 

ceived in the sama manner, it is necessary to consider their 

relationship. 

First of all we may begin with the relation of the first 

two petitions e Bengel saw a distinction in the fact, as he 

seid, that the first petition was a continuation of Old 

- Testament thoucht while the second was properly from the New 

Testanent alone.” This, as we have seen, is not a valid 

distinction. Some have seen the second petition as con~ 

taining the first. This 4s questionable; for then why did 

not the second petition stand at the head of the prayer? 
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We may rather compare the two by saying that the subject 

matter of the first has to do with God's name which is the 

seme in all eternity, while the second speaks of God's 

eschatological kingdom which ie an age, which has a beginning. 

Thus the nane of the first petition was in existence before 

the kingdom of the second and deserves the former places 

Further, the first names the Father in his essence, while 

the second speaks of an activity of the Fathers The first 

prays to God, the second prays to the Lorde” We may say 

with Allen* that the first petition leads naturally to the ; 

second, that where tho nate of God is hallowed his rule is | 

@lso presont. The first and second petitions are not mere 

tautolozzy. This also seems to exclude any view that would 

regard the second petition as the chief petition in the 

prayer, as Eo F. Scott? does c« 

The second petition again leads to the third petition. 

Where the name is hallowsd and the kingdon is, there the 

Will of God will be perfectly dones The relation of the 
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second to the third may be one of foundatione® Yet the third 

petition is not mere repetitions. In the phrase "heaven and 

earth” it leads to the fourth petition. This is the first 

reference to anything that is earthly and 80 a6 prepares 

for the mention of dally preads! The third petition also has 

another function that separates it from the two before. 

It is the widest of the three and so grasps the first two 

and ties then all together in the will of Gode What the 

first two have said 1s united in the third.® Seen in this 

way the third petition can be viewed as the climax of the 

first atrophe “? Each petition has its own emphasis and 

weights. It is this last point, especially when the important 

function of the third 1s considered, that leads me to 

regard the third petition as originally a part of the vraysro 

Its position in the prayer is so natural and important that 

it must have been there from the beginnings 

If one were then to state the relationship of the 

three petitions in a short way, the sumsery of Ernst Lohneyer 

seems as good as any, if not batter. 
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Die erste beginnt bel Gottes innerstem Wesen, die gweite 
geht ueber zu dem aeuszeren Reich oder auch den 
aeuszeren Tun Gottes, die dritte endet bei der be« 
stehenden Welt, Himael und Erde, so dasz diese Bitten 
wie kongentrische Krelse sich um den einen hiittele 
punktelesen, um die Anredes “Vater unser in den 
Himgelne’ In imuer welteren Reeumen und mit immer 
staerkerer Macht strahlt das Geachehen der escheato=- 
Lozischen Vollendung aus, welches alle Bitten erflehen; 
die driltte Bitte gibt die letzte und acuszerste Grenzens 

The attenpts to find the differance in the petitions 

by ascribing, one to each of the Trinity, or by saying that 

the first bezins the work, the sacond gives the means, and 

the third gives the goal do not meet the true meaning of 

the words» | 

Having thus shown that there is a difference in each 

petition, we mizht now say that they yet are all very 

Similar, Viewing each as having its particular emphasis, 

we can then say thet they all start from the same source 

and end at the same goal. Each petition 1s rooted in the 

proclanation of Jesus and asks for one mighty act of Gode 

They can thus be viewed as three parallel lines, or perhaps 

more exactly, as three lines lying one on top of the other. 

They ere sinilar and yet dissimilar. 

Originality of the First Strophe 

The question of originality is one that must first be 

defined. Originality is not complete newness of thought 

or worde If this were the case, little would be originale 
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Orisinality is the right combination of the material selected 

from the past and filled with the correct content by the 

writer or speakers One may say not a single new word or 

sentence and yet be originale It is this type of originallty 

We mean when we discuss the originality of the first strophe 

of the Lord's Prayers 

The 01d Testanent was a natural and legitimate source of 

thought for Jesug. He knew it from his youthe He resarded 

it as a revelation from God. It is therefore natural and 

normal, thet he would express himself in the thought of the 

01d Testament when prayinge Men do the sane in the collects 

that we pray today. we do not accuse the writers of these 

prayers of lack of originality, Similarly, Jesus could use 

the Old Testament and remain originals 

Jesus did use rabbinic expressions such as the nane of 

God and the kingiom of God. This was natural since they 

were rooted in the 01d Testanent. Jesus would naturally 

@lso speak the religious terminology of his day in order to 

be intelligible to his hearerss His use of rabbinic languaze 

patterns is underatandable. 

It has been pointed out by Gerhard Kitte1t that the 

rabbinic parallels quoted often reveal the best that is in 

rabbinic thought. These high points are given as parallels 

to that which was customary and normal in the teaching of 
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Jesus» The originality of Jesus consisted also in the 

selection of material that he presented. When so much in 

his day was nationalistic, legalistic, self-seekins, and of 

low religious content, Jesus consistently and without fail 

preached that which was noble an@ goode He used the old 

words to make men ponder their meaning and so to make his 

prayer what a prayer ought to bee This is the very height 

of prayer ./” 

Some sey the order of the first three petitions has been 

borrowed fron a similar connection in rabbinic prayere The 

openings of the Kaddish and Sheztone Esreh are citede One 

reason for this may be that the three thoughts belongs toe 

eether so naturally. It ia not the result of borrowing, but 

the result of the subject matter that makes Jesus link the 

three concepts togethere As has been shown, his petitions 

are also true petitions and not the result of a desire to : 

ascribe praises to God. The Lord's Prayer is also original 

in this respecte 

Finally, the fact that there is no parallel to the 

third petition and the additional fact that the prayer of 

Jesus is a natural result of his teaching mist prove 

Conclusive for the originality of the prayers Rabbinic 

©xpressions there are, but these are filled with a new 

Content that is original. The Lord's Prayer is a Christian 

prayer filled with the highest of thoughtse 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION 

We may in sumuary say that the first three petitions 

are all eschatological in natures They oxpress the prayer 

of the petitioner for an act of God that is to be the final, 

ultimate, complete revelation of his name, his kingdon, and 

his wille The three petitions are ultimately alike, yet 

each has its own emphasig. They are not redundante 

Having accepted this as our primary understanding of 

the first strophe, we may new reexamine the interpretations 

that have been rejected in the body of the thesise The Church 

today is living in the final age (Acts 2:16fe5 I Cors 10:11; 

Hebe 9:26). Christ has come, has drunk the cup, has ushered 

in the age of fulfillmente We are today living in the es= 

chatolozgical ages The interpretations of Iuther and others 

can receive a correct interpretation in the light of the 

eschatological nature of the Churche The first meaning of 

the petitions, however, must remain that outlined in this 

papers It remains for someone else to reexamine the other 

interpretations and our teaching practicese it was not in 

the nature of this paper to do soe 

The question of originality can be summarized in one 

Sentences The Lord's Prayer is an originel creation, though 

it does reflect the thought patterns and linguistic patterns 

of the Judaism of our Lord's daye It is essentially a 

Christian prayer.   

 



APPENDIX 

THE SHEMONE ESRER* 

le Blessed art thou, 0 Lord, cur God and tha God of our 
fathers, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, the God 
of Jacob, the great God, the mighty and tremendous, the 
Host High God, who bestowest sracious favours and crea= 
test all things, end rememberest the piety of the 
patriarchs, and wllt bring a redeemer to their posterity, 
for the sake of Thy name in lovee O King, who bringest 
help and healing and art a shield. Blessed art Thou, 
O Lord, the shield of Abrahan. 

Zo Thou art mighty for ever, 0 Lord; Thou restorest 
life to the dead, Thou art mighty to save; who sus= 
talnest the living with beneficence, quickenest the 
dsad with great mercy, supporting the fallen and healing 
the sick, and setting at liberty those who are bound, 
and upholding Thy faithfulness unto those who sleep in 
the dust. Who is like unto thee, Lord, the Almighty 
Ons; or whe can be compared unto Thee, 0 King, who 
killest and makest alive again, and causest help to 
spring forth? And faithful art Thou to quicken the 
deade Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord, who restorest the dead. 

Se Thou art holy and Thy name is holy, and the saints 
daily praise These Selah. Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord; 
the God most holy. 

4. Thou graciously impartest to man knowledge, and 
teachest to mortals reasone Let us be favoured from 
Thee with knowledge, understanding and wisdom. Blessed 
art Thou, 0 Lord, who graciously impartest knowledgee 

5« Cause us to turn, O our Father, to Thy law, and 
draw us near, 0 our King, to Thy service, and restore 
us in perfect repentance to Thy presence. Blessed 
art Thou, 0 Lord, who delightest in repentance. 

6s Forgive, us, our Father, for we have sinned; pardon 
us, our King, for we have transgressed; ready to 

  

int ltne text 1s taken from Ball Sabaeeeny © Histor: a oe the 
Swish People in the Tine of Jesus Christ, transla om 
he German by Sophia Taylor end Peter Christie (Edinburgh: 

Tf. and T. Clark, 1890), II, IT, 85=7e 
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pardon and forgive Thou arte Blessed art Thou, 0 
Lord, niost gracious, who dost abundantly pardon. 

Ye Look, we beseech Thee, upon our afflictions, and 
pigad our cause and redeem us speedily for the sake 
of Thy nane, for a mighty Redeemer Thou arte Blessed 
art Thou, 0 Lord, the Redeemer of Israel. 

&. Heal us, O Lord, and we shall be healed; save us, 
and we shall be saved: for our praise art Thous and 
bring forth a perfect remedy unto all our infirmities; 
for ea God and King, a4 faithful healer, and most 
merciful art Thoue . Blessed art Thou, O Lord, who 

* healest the diseases of Thy people Israel. 

9» Bless unto us, O Lord our God, this year and grant 
us an abundant harvest, and bring a blessing on oux 
land, and satisfy us with Thy goodness; and bless our 
year as the good yearse Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord, who 
blessast the yearse 

10. Sound with the great trumpet to announce our freee 
Goms and set up a standard to collect our captives, and 
gather us together from the four corners of the eartho 
Blessed art Thou, O Lord, who gatherest the outcasts 
of Thy people Israel. 

ll» 0 restore our Judges as formerly, and our counsel~ 
lors as at the beginning; and remove from us sorrow 
and sighing; and reign over us, Thou 0 Lord alone, in 
grace and meroys and justify us« Blessed art Thou, 0 
Tord the King, for Thou lovest Righteousness and justice. 

12, To slanderezs let there be no nope, and let all 
workers of wickedness perish as in a moment; and let all 
of then be speedily cut off; and humble them speedily 
in our deys. Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord, who destroyest 
enemies and hunblest tyrantes 

13. Upon the just and upon the pious and upon the 
elders of Thy people the house of Israel, and upon the 
remnant of their scribes, and upon righteous strangers, 

and upon us, bestow, we besesch Thee, Thy mercy, 0 
Lord our God, and grant a good reward unto all who 
confide in Thy name faithfully; and appoint our pore 

tion with them forever, and may we never be put to 

shame, for our trust 1a in Thee.e Blessed art Thou, 0 

Lord, the support and confidence of the righteouse 

14. And to Jerusalem Thy city return with compassion, 
and dwell therein as Thou hast promised; and rebuild  
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her speedily in our days, a structure everlasting; and 
the throne of David speedily establish therein, 
Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord, the builder of Jerusaleme 

156 The offspring of David Thy servant speedily cause 
to flourish, and -let his horn be exalted in Thy sal-~ 
vation; for Thy salvation do we hope daily. Blessed 
art Thou, 0 Lord, who causest the horn of salvation to 
flourish » 

16s Hear our voice, 0 Lord our God, pity and have mercy 
upon us, and accept with compassion and favour these 
our prayers, for Thou art a God who heareth prayera and 
supplicatilonss; and from Thy presence, 90 our King, 
send us not empty away, for Thou hearest the prayers 
of Thy people Israel in mercy. Blessed art Thou, 0 
Lord, who hearest prayer e j 

I7. Be pleased, 0 Lord, our God, with Thy people Israel, 
and with their prayers; and restore the sacrificial 
service to the Holy of Holies of Thy houses and the 
offerings of Israel, and their prayers in love do 
Thou aceept with favour; and may the worship of Isracl 
Thy people ba ever pleasinge O that our eyes may be-~ 
hold Thy return to Zion with mercy. Blessed art 
Thou, 0 Lord, who restorest Thy glory unto Zions 

18. We praise Thee, for Thou art the Lord our God 
and the God of our fathers for ever and ever; the 
Rock of our life, the Shield of our salvation, Thou 
art for ever and ever. We will render thanks unto 
Thee, and declare Thy praise, for our lives which are 
delivered into Thy hand, and fer our souls which are 
deposited with Thee, and for Thy wiracles which dally 
are with us3 and for Thy wonders and Thy goodness, 
which are at all times, evening and morning and at 
noone Thou art good for Thy mercies fail not, and 
compassionate for Thy lovingekindness never ceassth3 
our hopes are in Thee for evere And for all this 
praised and extolled be Thy name, our King, for ever 
and evere And all that live shall give thanks unto 
Thee for ever, Seleh, and shall praise Thy neme in 
truths; the God of our salvation and our aid for evere 
Selah, Blessed art Thou, 0 lord, for all-bountiful 
‘is Thy name, and unto Thee it bacometh us to give 
thanks -« 

19, Great salvation bring over Israel Thy people for 
ever, for Thou art King, Lord of all salvatione 
Praised be Thou, Lord, for Thou blessest Thy people 
Israel with salvatione 
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